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Multiple images from satellites Terra, Aqua, Radarsat, and 
Defense Meteorological Satellite, and from Space Shuttle 
Endeavor’s radar data of topography, all merge in a dramatic 
composite to show the Western Hemisphere and Eastern 
Hemisphere of Earth. What indications do you see on these 
images that tell you the time of year? These are part of 
NASA’s Blue Marble Next Generation image collection.
[NASA images by Reto Stöckli, based on data from NASA and NOAA.]
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Geosystems

Super Typhoon Haiyan made landfall in the central Philippines on the morning of November 7, 2013, with sustained 
winds over 306 kmph (190 mph), the strongest ever recorded for a tropical cyclone at landfall using satellite measure-
ments. In Geosystems, we discuss tropical cyclones and other severe weather events on Earth, including the effects 
of Superstorm Sandy on the U.S. East Coast in 2012 (see Focus Study 8.1 in Chapter 8). [NOAA.] 



Sandstone cliffs along the Virgin River in Zion National Park, Utah. [GeoStills/Alamy.]
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dedication

To the students and teachers of Earth, and 
to all the children and grandchildren, for it 
is their future and home planet.

The land still provides our genesis, how-
ever we might like to forget that our food 
comes from dank, muddy Earth, that the 
oxygen in our lungs was recently inside a 
leaf, and that every newspaper or book 
we may pick up is made from the hearts of 
trees that died for the sake of our imag-
ined lives. What you hold in your hands 
right now, beneath these words, is conse-
crated air and time and sunlight.

—Barbara Kingsolver
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Welcome to the Ninth Edition of Geosystems. This edition 
marks the addition of Dr. Ginger Birkeland as a coauthor to 
Robert Christopherson. This Ninth Edition features signif-
icant revision, with a new chapter on climate change, new 
features, updated content, and many new photos and il-
lustrations. We continue to build on the success of the first 
eight editions, as well as the companion texts, Elemental 
Geosystems, now in its Seventh Edition, and Geosystems, 
Canadian Edition, Third Edition. Students and teachers 
appreciate the systems organization, scientific accuracy, 
integration of figures and text, clarity of the summary and 
review sections, and overall relevancy to what is happen-
ing to Earth systems in real time. Geosystems continues to 
tell Earth’s story in student-friendly language.

The goal of physical geography is to explain the spa-
tial dimension of Earth’s dynamic systems—its energy, air, 
water, weather, climate, tectonics, landforms, rocks, soils, 
plants, ecosystems, and biomes. Understanding human–
Earth relations is part of physical geography as it seeks to 
understand and link the planet and its inhabitants. Wel-
come to physical geography!

New to the Ninth Edition
Nearly every page of Geosystems, Ninth Edition, presents 
updated material, new content in text and figures, and 
new features. A sampling of new features includes:

•	  A new chapter on climate change. Although climate 
change science affects all systems and is discussed to 
some extent in every chapter of Geosystems, we now 
present a stand-alone chapter covering this topic — 
Chapter 11, Climate Change. This chapter covers 
paleoclimatology and mechanisms for past climatic 
change (expanding on topics covered in Chapter 17 in 
previous editions), climate feedbacks and the global 
carbon budget, the evidence and causes of present 
climate change, climate models and projections, and 
actions that we can take to moderate Earth’s changing 
climate. This new Chapter 11 expands on the climate 
change discussion that was formerly part of Chapter 
10, Climate Systems and Climate Change, in previous 
editions.

•	  A new Geosystems in Action feature focusing on key 
topics, processes, systems, or human–Earth connec-
tions. In every chapter, Geosystems in Action is a 
one- to two-page highly visual presentation of a topic 
central to the chapter, with active learning questions 
and links to media in MasteringGeography, as well as 
a GeoQuiz to aid student learning. Throughout each 
part of the Geosystems in Action figure, students are 
asked to analyze, explain, infer, or predict based on 
the information presented. Topics include Earth–Sun 
Relations (Chapter 2), Air Pollution (Chapter 3), 

Earth–Atmosphere Energy Balance (Chapter 4), The 
Global Carbon Budget (Chapter 11), Glaciers as Dy-
namic Systems (Chapter 17), and Biological Activity 
in Soils (Chapter 18).

•	  A new feature, The Human Denominator, that links 
chapter topics to human examples and applications. 
At the end of Chapters 2 through 20, this new feature 
includes maps, photos, graphs, and other diagrams 
to provide visual examples of many human–Earth in-
teractions. This feature replaces and expands on the 
former Chapter 21 in previous Geosystems editions, 
called Earth and the Human Denominator.

•	  New and revised illustrations and maps to improve stu-
dent learning. More than 250 new photos and images 
bring real-world scenes into the classroom. Our photo 
and remote sensing program, updated for this edition, 
exceeds 500 items, integrated throughout the text.

•	  New images and photos for the 20 chapter openers, 
and redesigned schematics and photos for the 4 part 
openers.

•	  Learning Catalytics, a “bring your own device” stu-
dent engagement, assessment, and classroom intel-
ligence system, integrated with MasteringGeography.

Continuing in the Ninth Edition
•	  Twenty Focus Studies, with either updated or new 

content, explore relevant applied topics in greater 
depth and are a popular feature of the Geosystems 
texts. In the Ninth Edition, these features are grouped 
by topic into five categories: Pollution, Climate 
Change, Natural Hazards, Sustainable Resources, 
and Environmental Restoration.

 Nine new Focus Study topics include:

 Heat Waves (Chapter 5)
 Hurricanes Katrina and Sandy: Storm Development 

and Links to Climate Change (Chapter 8)
 Thawing Methane Hydrates—Another Arctic Meth-

ane Concern (Chapter 11)
 Earthquakes in Haiti, Chile, and Japan: A Compara-

tive Analysis (Chapter 13)
 Stream Restoration: Merging Science and Practice 

(Chapter 15)
 The 2011 Japan Tsunami (Chapter 16)
 Snow Avalanches (Chapter 17)
 Wildfire and Fire Ecology (Chapter 19)
 Global Conservation Strategies (Chapter 20)

•	  The chapter-opening Geosystems Now case study fea-
ture presents current issues in geography and Earth 
systems science. These original, unique essays, up-
dated for the Ninth Edition, immediately engage read-
ers into the chapter with relevant, real-world examples 
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of physical geography. New Geosystems Now topics 
in the Ninth Edition include shale gas as an energy 
resource in the United States (Chapter 1), coastal red-
wood trees and declining summer moisture in Califor-
nia (Chapter 7), the effects of proposed dams on rivers 
in China (Chapter 15), and coastal erosion caused by 
Hurricane Sandy (Chapter 16). Many of these features 
emphasize linkages across chapters and Earth sys-
tems, exemplifying the Geosystems approach.

•	  Geo Reports continue to describe timely and relevant 
events or facts related to the discussion in the chapter, 
provide student action items, and offer new sources of 
information. The 75 Geo Reports in the Ninth Edition, 
placed along the bottom of pages, are updated, with 
many new to this edition. Example topics include:

 Did light refraction sink the Titanic? (Chapter 4)
 The hottest temperature on Earth (Chapter 5)
 Storm causes Hawai’i hailstorm and tornado  

(Chapter 8)
 Satellite GRACE enables groundwater measurements 

(Chapter 9)
 Tropical climate zones advance to higher latitudes 

(Chapter 10)
 Surprise waves flood a cruise ship (Chapter 16)
 Greenland ice sheet melting (Chapter 17)
 Overgrazing effects on Argentina’s grasslands (Chap-

ter 18)

•	  Critical Thinking exercises are integrated throughout 
the chapters. These carefully crafted action items bridge 
students to the next level of learning, placing students 
in charge of further inquiry. Example topics include:

 Applying Energy-Balance Principles to a Solar Cooker
 What Causes the North Australian Monsoon?
 Identify Two Kinds of Fog
 Analyzing a Weather Map
 Allocating Responsibility and Cost for Coastal Hazards
 Tropical Forests: A Global or Local Resource?

•	  The Geosystems Connection feature at the end of each 
chapter provides a preview “bridge” between chap-
ters, reinforcing connections between chapter topics.

•	  Key Learning Concepts appear at the outset of each 
chapter, many rewritten for clarity. Each chapter con-
cludes with Key Learning Concepts Review, which 
summarizes the chapter using the opening objectives.

•	  Geosystems continues to embed Internet URLs within 
the text. More than 200 appear in this edition. These 
allow students to pursue topics of interest to greater 
depth, or to obtain the latest information about 
weather and climate, tectonic events, floods, and the 
myriad other subjects covered in the book.

•	  The MasteringGeography™ online homework and 
tutoring system delivers self-paced tutorials that pro-
vide individualized coaching, focus on course objec-
tives, and are responsive to each student’s progress. 
Instructors can assign activities built around Geosci-
ence Animations, Encounter Google Earth“ activities, 

MapMaster” interactive maps, Thinking Spatially and 
Data Analysis activities, new GeoTutors on the most 
challenging topics in physical geography, end-of-chap-
ter questions, Test Bank questions, and more. Students 
now have access to new Dynamic Study Modules that 
provide each student with a customized learning ex-
perience. Students also have access to a text-specific 
Study Area with study resources, including a Pearson 
eText version of Geosystems, Geoscience Animations, 
MapMaster interactive maps, new videos, Satellite 
Loops, Author Notebooks, additional content to sup-
port materials for the text, photo galleries, In the News 
RSS feeds, web links, career links, physical geography 
case studies, flashcard glossary, quizzes, and more—all 
at www.masteringgeography.com.

Author Acknowledgments
After all these years, the strength of a publishing team re-
mains ever essential. Continuing thanks to President Paul 
Corey for his leadership since 1990 and to Frank Rug-
girello, Senior Vice-president and Editorial Director for 
Geosciences, for his vision. Thanks to Senior Geography 
Editor Christian Botting for his guidance and for the at-
tention devoted to the Geosystems texts; and to Program 
Manager Anton Yakovlev and Assistant Editors Bethany 
Sexton and Kristen Sanchez for their careful attention. 
Maya Melenchuk, Image Management, is a great addition 
to the team and a help to us. Thanks to Managing Editor 
Gina Cheselka, Program Manager Janice Stangel, and Di-
rector of Development Jennifer Hart, for their skills and 
continuing support.

Our appreciation to designers Mark Ong and Jeanne 
Calabrese, for such skill in a complex book design. 
Thanks to the late Randall Goodall for his design work 
over the years on the previous several editions of Geosys-
tems and Elemental Geosystems. Thanks also to Maureen 
McLaughlin, Senior Marketing Manager, Nicola Houston, 
Senior Marketing Assistant, and the many publisher rep-
resentatives who spend months in the field communicat-
ing the Geosystems approach. Our gratitude is extended 
to the entire “Geosystems Team” for allowing us to par-
ticipate in the publishing process.

Our sincere appreciation for production coordina-
tion goes to Editorial Director for Higher Education Cindy 
Miller of Cenveo LLC for our friendship and sustaining 
care through eight books, and to Senior Project Manager 
Suganya Karuppasamy for her ability to respond to 
our feedback as she oversees manuscript, copy editing, 
complex compositing, and page proofs. With so many 
changes in this edition, her skills make it work. To photo 
researcher Erica Gordon, copy editor Kathy Pruno, proof-
reader Jeff Georgeson, and indexer Robert Swanson we 
give thanks for quality work. We offer special thanks to 
development editor Moira Lerner Nelson for advice and 
suggestions that improved many aspects of this edition. 
Our appreciation also goes to Jay McElroy and Jonathan 
Cheney for their creative talent in helping develop the 
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new Geosystems in Action features, and to Jay for his de-
tailed work improving the art program.

Thanks to all the colleagues who served as reviewers on 
one or more editions of each book, or who offered helpful 
suggestions in conversations at our national and regional 
geography meetings. Thanks to the accuracy reviewers of all 
ninth edition chapters: Todd Fagin, Oklahoma University; 
Giraldo Mario, California State University, Northridge; Ste-
phen Cunha, Humboldt State University; Charlie Thomsen, 
American River College. And thanks for special reviews for 
the new Chapter 11 in this edition from Jason Allard, Valdo-
sta State University; Marshall Shepherd, University of Geor-
gia; Scott Mandia, Suffolk County Community College, Long 
Island; David Kitchen, University of Richmond.

We are grateful for the generosity of ideas and sacri-
fice of time. Thanks to all reviewers who have provided 
valuable feedback on Geosystems over the years:

Ted J. Alsop, Utah State University
Michael Allen, Kent State University
Philip P. Allen, Frostburg State University
Ted J. Alsop, Utah State University
Ward Barrett, University of Minnesota
Steve Bass, Mesa Community College
Stefan Becker, University of Wisconsin–Oshkosh
Daniel Bedford, Weber State University
David Berner, Normandale Community College
Trent Biggs, San Diego State University
Franco Biondi, University of Nevada, Reno
Peter D. Blanken, University of Colorado, Boulder
Patricia Boudinot, George Mason University
Anthony Brazel, Arizona State University
David R. Butler, Southwest Texas State University
Mary-Louise Byrne, Wilfred Laurier University
Janet Cakir, Rappahannock Community College
Ian A. Campbell, University of Alberta–Edmonton
Randall S. Cerveny, Arizona State University
Fred Chambers, University of Colorado, Boulder
Philip Chaney, Auburn University
Muncel Chang, Butte College Emeritus
Jordan Clayton, Georgia State University
Andrew Comrie, University of Arizona
C. Mark Cowell, Indiana State University
Richard A. Crooker, Kutztown University
Stephen Cunha, Humboldt State University
Armando M. da Silva, Towson State University
Dirk H. de Boer, University of Saskatchewan
Dennis Dahms, University of Northern Iowa
J. Michael Daniels, University of Denver
Shawna Dark, California State University, Northridge
Stephanie Day, University of Kansas
Lisa DeChano-Cook, Western Michigan University
Mario P. Delisio, Boise State University
Joseph R. Desloges, University of Toronto
Lee R. Dexter, Northern Arizona University
Don W. Duckson, Jr., Frostburg State University
Daniel Dugas, New Mexico State University
Kathryn Early, Metropolitan State College
Christopher H. Exline, University of Nevada–Reno

Todd Fagin, Oklahoma University
Michael M. Folsom, Eastern Washington University
Mark Francek, Central Michigan University
Glen Fredlund, University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee
Dorothy Friedel, Sonoma State University
William Garcia, University of N. Carolina– Charlotte
Doug Goodin, Kansas State University
Mark Goodman, Grossmont College
David E. Greenland, University of N. Carolina–Chapel 

Hill
Duane Griffin, Bucknell University
John W. Hall, Louisiana State University–Shreveport
Barry N. Haack, George Mason University
Roy Haggerty, Oregon State University
Vern Harnapp, University of Akron
John Harrington, Kansas State University
Blake Harrison, Southern Connecticut University
Jason “Jake” Haugland, University of Colorado, 

Boulder
Gail Hobbs, Pierce College
Thomas W. Holder, University of Georgia
David H. Holt, University of Southern Mississippi
Robert Hordon, Rutgers University
David A. Howarth, University of Louisville
Patricia G. Humbertson, Youngstown State University
David W. Icenogle, Auburn University
Philip L. Jackson, Oregon State University
J. Peter Johnson, Jr., Carleton University
Gabrielle Katz, Appalachian State University
Guy King, California State University–Chico
Ronald G. Knapp, SUNY–The College at New Paltz
Peter W. Knightes, Central Texas College
Jean Kowal, University of Wisconsin, Whitewater
Thomas Krabacher, California State University– 

Sacramento
Richard Kurzhals, Grand Rapids Junior College
Hsiang-te Kung, University of Memphis
Kara Kuvakas, Hartnell College
Steve Ladochy, California State University, Los Angeles
Charles W. Lafon, Texas A & M University
Paul R. Larson, Southern Utah University
Robert D. Larson, Southwest Texas State University
Derek Law, University of Kentucky
Elena Lioubimtseva, Grand Valley State University
Joyce Lundberg, Carleton University
W. Andrew Marcus, Montana State University
Giraldo Mario, California State University, Northridge
Brian Mark, Ohio State University
Nadine Martin, University of Arizona
Elliot G. McIntire, California State University,  

Northridge
Norman Meek, California State University, San 

Bernardino
Leigh W. Mintz, California State University–Hayward, 

Emeritus
Sherry Morea-Oaks, Boulder, CO
Debra Morimoto, Merced College
Patrick Moss, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Steven Namikas, Louisiana State University
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Lawrence C. Nkemdirim, University of Calgary
Andrew Oliphant, San Francisco State University
John E. Oliver, Indiana State University
Bradley M. Opdyke, Michigan State University
Richard L. Orndorff, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
FeiFei Pan, University of North Texas
Patrick Pease, East Carolina University
James Penn, Southeastern Louisiana University
Rachel Pinker, University of Maryland, College Park
Greg Pope, Montclair State University
Robin J. Rapai, University of North Dakota
Philip Reeder, University of South Florida
Philip D. Renner, American River College
William C. Rense, Shippensburg University
Leslie Rigg, Northern Illinois University
Dar Roberts, University of California–Santa Barbara
Wolf Roder, University of Cincinnati
Robert Rohli, Louisiana State University
Bill Russell, L.A. Pierce College
Dorothy Sack, Ohio University
Erinanne Saffell, Arizona State University
Randall Schaetzl, Michigan State University
Glenn R. Sebastian, University of South Alabama
Daniel A. Selwa, U.S.C. Coastal Carolina College
Debra Sharkey, Cosumnes River College
Peter Siska, Austin Peay State University
Lee Slater, Rutgers University
Thomas W. Small, Frostburg State University
Daniel J. Smith, University of Victoria
Richard W. Smith, Hartford Community College
Stephen J. Stadler, Oklahoma State University
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Paul E. Todhunter, University of North Dakota
Susanna T.Y. Tong, University of Cincinnati
Liem Tran, Florida Atlantic University
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From Robert: I thank my family for believing in this 
work, especially considering the next generation: Cha-
von, Bryce, Payton, Brock, Trevor, Blake, Chase, Téyenna, 
and Cade. When I look into our grandchildren’s faces, I 
see why we work toward a sustainable future.

I give special gratitude to all the students during my 
30 years teaching at American River College, for it is in the 
classroom crucible that the Geosystems books were forged. 
Special continued thanks to Charlie Thomsen for his creative 

work and collaboration on Encounter Geosystems, the Ap-
plied Physical Geography lab manual, work on Mastering-
Geography media and assessments, and ancillaries. Thanks 
and admiration go to the many authors and scientists who 
published research that enriches this work. Thanks for all 
the dialogue received from students and teachers shared 
with me through e-mails from across the globe.

I offer a special thanks to Ginger Birkeland, Ph.D., my 
new coauthor on this edition and previous collaborator and 
developmental editor, for her essential work, attention to 
detail, and geographic sense. The challenge of such a text 
project is truly met by her strengths and talents. She is truly 
a valuable colleague and makes the future of the Geosys-
tems franchise look bright as we view the path ahead. She 
has worked as a river guide operating boats on the Colorado 
River, and at times I felt her at the helm of Geosystems!

As you read this book, you will learn from more than 
300 content-specific, beautiful photographs made by my 
wife, photographer, and expedition partner, Bobbé Chris-
topherson. Her contribution to the success of Geosystems 
is obvious and begins with the spectacular cover photo 
and continues through the text. Please visit the photo gal-
leries at MasteringGeography and learn more from her 
camera work. Bobbé is my expedition partner, colleague, 
wife, and best friend.

From Ginger: Many thanks to my husband, Karl Birkeland, 
for his ongoing patience, support, and inspiration through-
out the many hours of work on this book. I also thank my 
daughters, Erika and Kelsey, who endured my absence 
throughout a ski season and a rafting season as I sat at my 
desk. My gratitude also goes to William Graf, my academic 
advisor from so many years ago, for always exemplifying 
the highest standard of research and writing, and for help-
ing transform my love of rivers into a love of science and all 
things geography. Special thanks to Robert Christopherson, 
who took a leap of faith to bring me on this Geosystems 
journey. It is a privilege to work with him, and I hope our 
raft runs smoothly and stays upright on the voyage ahead!

From us both: Physical geography teaches us a holistic 
view of the intricate supporting web that is Earth’s en-
vironment and our place in it. Dramatic global change is 
underway in human–Earth relations as we alter physi-
cal, chemical, and biological systems. Our attention to 
climate change science and applied topics is in response 
to the impacts we are experiencing and the future we are 
shaping. All things considered, this is a critical time for 
you to be enrolled in a physical geography course! The 
best to you in your studies—and carpe diem!

Robert W. Christopherson
P. O. Box 128
Lincoln, California 95648-0128
E-mail: bobobbe@aol.com

Ginger H. Birkeland
Bozeman, Montana
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digital and print resources

For Students and Teachers
MasteringGeography™ with Pearson eText. The Mas-
tering platform is the most widely used and effective 
online homework, tutorial, and assessment system for 
the sciences. It delivers self-paced tutorials that provide 
individualized coaching, focus on course objectives, 
and are responsive to each student’s progress. The Mas-
tering system helps teachers maximize class time with 
customizable, easy-to-assign, and automatically graded 
assessments that motivate students to learn outside of 
class and arrive prepared for lecture. MasteringGeogra-
phy offers:

•	  Assignable activities that include MapMaster” in-
teractive map activities, Encounter Google Earth 
Explorations, video activities, Geoscience Anima-
tion activities, Map Projections activities, GeoTutor 
coaching activities on the toughest topics in geog-
raphy, Dynamic Study Modules that provide each 
student with a customized learning experience, end-
of-chapter questions and exercises, reading quizzes, 
Test Bank questions, and more.

•	  A student Study Area with MapMaster™ interactive 
maps, videos, Geoscience Animations, web links, 
glossary flashcards, “In the News” RSS feeds, chapter 
quizzes, PDF downloads of outline maps, an optional 
Pearson eText including versions for iPad and An-
droid devices, and more.

Pearson eText gives students access to the text when-
ever and wherever they can access the Internet. The eText 
pages look exactly like the printed text and include 
powerful interactive and customization functions, in-
cluding links to the multimedia.

Television for the Environment Earth Report Geog-
raphy Videos on DVD (0321662989). This three-DVD set 
helps students visualize how human decisions and be-
havior have affected the environment and how individu-
als are taking steps toward recovery. With topics ranging 
from the poor land management promoting the devasta-
tion of river systems in Central America to the struggles 
for electricity in China and Africa, these 13 videos from 
Television for the Environment’s global Earth Report se-
ries recognize the efforts of individuals around the world 
to unite and protect the planet.

Geoscience Animation Library 5th edition DVD-
ROM (0321716841). Created through a unique collabo-
ration among Pearson’s leading geoscience authors, this 
resource offers over 100 animations covering the most 
difficult-to-visualize topics in physical geology, physical 
geography, oceanography, meteorology, and earth science. 
The animations are provided as Flash files and preloaded 
into PowerPoint(R) slides for both Windows and Mac.

Practicing Geography: Careers for Enhancing So-
ciety and the Environment by Association of American 
Geographers (0321811151). This book examines career 
opportunities for geographers and geospatial profes-
sionals in the business, government, nonprofit, and 
education sectors. A diverse group of academic and 
industry professionals shares insights on career plan-
ning, networking, transitioning between employment 
sectors, and balancing work and home life. The book 
illustrates the value of geographic expertise and tech-
nologies through engaging profiles and case studies of 
geographers at work.

Teaching College Geography: A Practical Guide 
for Graduate Students and Early Career Faculty by As-
sociation of American Geographers (0136054471). This 
two-part resource provides a starting point for becom-
ing an effective geography teacher from the very first day 
of class. Part One addresses “nuts-and-bolts” teaching 
issues. Part Two explores being an effective teacher in 
the field, supporting critical thinking with GIS and map-
ping technologies, engaging learners in large geography 
classes, and promoting awareness of international per-
spectives and geographic issues.

Aspiring Academics: A Resource Book for Gradu-
ate Students and Early Career Faculty by Association 
of American Geographers (0136048919). Drawing on 
several years of research, this set of essays is designed 
to help graduate students and early career faculty start 
their careers in geography and related social and envi-
ronmental sciences. Aspiring Academics stresses the in-
terdependence of teaching, research, and service—and 
the importance of achieving a healthy balance of profes-
sional and personal life—while doing faculty work. Each 
chapter provides accessible, forward-looking advice on 
topics that often cause the most stress in the first years of 
a college or university appointment.
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For Students
Applied Physical Geography—Geosystems in the Lab-
oratory, Ninth Edition (0321987284) by Charlie Thom-
sen and Robert Christopherson. A variety of exercises 
provides flexibility in lab assignments. Each exercise 
includes key terms and learning concepts linked to Geo-
systems. The ninth edition includes new exercises on 
climate change, a fully updated exercise on basic GIS us-
ing ArcGIS online, and more integrated media, including 
Google Earth and Quick Response (QR) codes. Supported 
by a website with media resources needed for exercises, 
as well as a downloadable Solutions Manual for teachers.

Companion website for Applied Physical Geogra-
phy: Geosystems in the Laboratory. The website for lab 
manual provides online worksheets as well as KMZ files 
for all of the Google Earth” exercises found in the lab 
manual. www.mygeoscienceplace.com

Goode’s World Atlas, 22nd Edition (0321652002). 
Goode’s World Atlas has been the world’s premiere educa-
tional atlas since 1923—and for good reason. It features over 
250 pages of maps, from definitive physical and political maps 
to important thematic maps that illustrate the spatial aspects of 
many important topics. The 22nd Edition includes 160 pages 
of digitally produced reference maps, as well as thematic maps 
on global climate change, sea-level rise, CO2 emissions, polar 
ice fluctuations, deforestation, extreme weather events, infec-
tious diseases, water resources, and energy production.

Pearson’s Encounter Series provides rich, interactive ex-
plorations of geoscience concepts through Google Earth” activ-
ities, covering a range of topics in regional, human, and physical 
geography. For those who do not use MasteringGeography, all 
chapter explorations are available in print workbooks, as well 
as in online quizzes at www.mygeoscienceplace.com, accom-
modating different classroom needs. Each exploration consists 
of a worksheet, online quizzes whose results can be emailed to 
teachers, and a corresponding Google Earth” KMZ file.

•	  Encounter Physical Geography by Jess C. Porter and 
Stephen O’Connell (0321672526)

•	 	Encounter Geosystems by Charlie Thomsen 
(0321636996)

•	 	Encounter World Regional Geography by Jess C. Por-
ter (0321681754)

•	 	Encounter Human Geography by Jess C. Porter 
(0321682203)

•	  Encounter Earth by Steve Kluge (0321581296)

Dire Predictions: Understanding Global Warming by 
Michael Mann, Lee R. Kump (0136044352) Appropriate for 
any science or social science course in need of a basic un-
derstanding of the reports from the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC). These periodic reports evaluate 
the risk of climate change brought on by humans. But the 
sheer volume of scientific data remains inscrutable to the 
general public, particularly to those who still question the 
validity of climate change. In just over 200 pages, this practi-
cal text presents and expands upon the essential findings in 
a visually stunning and undeniably powerful way to the lay 
reader. Scientific findings that provide validity to the impli-
cations of climate change are presented in clear-cut graphic 
elements, striking images, and understandable analogies.

For Teachers
Learning Catalytics is a “bring your own device” 

student engagement, assessment, and classroom intelli-
gence system. With Learning Catalytics, you can:

•	  Assess students in real time, using open-ended tasks 
to probe student understanding.

•	  Understand immediately where students are and ad-
just your lecture accordingly.

•	  Improve your students’ critical-thinking skills.
•	  Access rich analytics to understand student performance.
•	  Add your own questions to make Learning Catalytics 

fit your course exactly.
•	  Manage student interactions with intelligent group-

ing and timing.

Learning Catalytics is a technology that has grown out 
of twenty years of cutting-edge research, innovation, and 
implementation of interactive teaching and peer in-
struction. Available integrated with MasteringGeography.

Instructor Resource Manual (Download) 
(032197249X) by Charlie Thomsen includes lecture out-
lines and key terms, additional source materials, teaching 
tips, and a complete annotation of chapter review ques-
tions. Available from www.pearsonhighered.com/irc, and in 
the Instructor Resources area of MasteringGeography.

TestGen® Test Bank (Download) (032197252X) by 
Tod Fagin. TestGen® is a computerized test generator that 
lets you view and edit Test Bank questions, transfer ques-
tions to tests, and print tests in a variety of customized 
formats. This Test Bank includes around 3,000 multiple-
choice, true/false, and short answer/essay questions. All 
questions are correlated against the National Geography 
Standards, textbook key concepts, and Bloom’s Taxon-
omy. The Test Bank is also available in Microsoft Word® 
and importable into Blackboard and WebCT. Available 
from www.pearsonhighered.com/irc, and in the Instruc-
tor Resources area of MasteringGeography.

Instructor Resource DVD (0321972538). The Instruc-
tor Resource DVD provides a collection of resources to 
help teachers make efficient and effective use of their time. 
All digital resources can be found in one well-organized, 
easy-to-access place. The IRDVD includes:

•	  All textbook images as JPEGs, PDFs, and Power-
Point™ Presentations

•	  Pre-authored Lecture Outline PowerPoint™ Presen-
tations (by FeiFei Pan), which outline the concepts of 
each chapter with embedded art and can be custom-
ized to fit teachers’ lecture requirements

•	  CRS “Clicker” Questions (by FeiFei Pan) in Pow-
erPoint™, which correlate to the book’s Learning 
Objectives, U.S. National Geography Standards, chap-
ter-specific learning outcomes, and Bloom’s Taxonomy

•	  The TestGen software, Test Bank questions, and an-
swers for both MACs and PCs

•	  Electronic files of the Instructor Resource Manual 
and Test Bank

This Instructor Resource content is also available 
online via the Instructor Resources section of Mastering-
Geography and www.pearsonhighered.com/irc.
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xxii The Water, Weather, and Climate Systemsexploring earth’s dynamic systems
Geosystems is organized around the natural flow of energy, materials, and information,  
presenting subjects in the same sequence in which they occur in nature—an organic, ho-
listic Earth systems approach that is unique in this discipline. Offering current examples 
and modern science, Geosystems combines a structured learning path, student-friendly 
writing, current applications, outstanding visuals, and a strong multimedia program for a 
truly unique physical geography experience.

. NEW! Chapter 11: Climate Change. Incorporating the latest climate change science and data, this new chapter  
covers paleoclimatology and mechanisms for past climatic change, climate feedbacks and the global carbon budget, 
the evidence and causes of present climate change, climate forecasts and models, and actions that we can take to 
moderate Earth’s changing climate.

286 part II The Water, Weather, and Climate Systems

11 Climate Change

key learning concepts
After reading the chapter, you should be able to:

• Describe scientific tools used to study paleoclimatology.

• Discuss several natural factors that influence earth’s climate, and describe 
climate feedbacks, using examples.

• List the key lines of evidence for present global climate change, and 
summarize the scientific evidence for anthropogenic forcing of climate.

• Discuss climate models, and summarize several climate projections.

• Describe several mitigation measures to slow rates of climate change.

in March 2013, scientists began the fifth year 
of Operation iceBridge, naSa’s airborne, 
multi-instrument survey of earth’s rapidly 
changing polar ice. This view of Saunders 
island and Wolstenholme Fjord in north-
west greenland in april 2013 shows the 
characteristic of arctic sea ice as air and 
ocean temperature warm. Thinner seasonal 
ice appears clearer in the foreground; 
thicker multi-year ice appears whiter in the 
distance. Much of the arctic Ocean is now 
dominated by seasonal ice, which melts 
rapidly every summer. ice melt in the polar 
regions and at high altitudes is an impor-
tant indicator of earth’s changing climate, 
the subject of this chapter [naSa/Michael 
Studinger.]
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▲Figure GN 11.1 Methane lies under arctic lake-
beds, and like natural gas, is highly flammable. 
[Todd Paris/aP images.]

nowgeosystems 
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Greenhouse 
Gases Awaken in 
the Arctic

trapping plant and animal ma-
terial before it can decompose 
completely. Over hundreds of 
thousands of years, this car-
bon-rich material has become 
incorporated into permafrost 
and now makes up roughly 
half of all the organic matter 
stored in earth’s soils—twice 
the amount of carbon that is 
stored in the atmosphere. in 
terms of real numbers, the 
latest estimate of the amount 
of carbon stored in arctic 
permafrost soils is 1700 giga-
tonnes (or 1700 billion tons).

A Positive Feedback Loop  
as summers become warmer 
in the arctic, heat radiating 
through the ground thaws the permafrost 
layers. Microbial activity in these layers 
increases, enhancing the breakdown of 
organic matter. as this occurs, bacteria 
and other organisms release CO2 into 
the atmosphere in a process known as 
microbial respiration. in anaerobic (ox-
ygen-free) environments, such as lakes 
and wetlands, the process releases 
methane. Studies show that thousands 
of methane seeps can develop under a 
single lake, a huge amount when multi-
plied by hundreds of thousands of lakes 
across the northern latitudes (Figure 
gn 11.2).

Carbon dioxide and methane are 
major greenhouse gases, which absorb 

outgoing longwave radiation 
and radiate it back toward earth, 
enhancing the greenhouse ef-
fect and leading to atmospheric 
warming. Methane is especially 
important because, although 
its relative percentage is small 
in the atmosphere, it is over 20 
times more effective than CO2 
at trapping atmospheric heat. 
Thus, a positive feedback loop 
forms: as temperatures rise, per-
mafrost thaws, causing a release 
of CO2 and CH4 into the atmos-
phere, which causes more warm-
ing, leading to more permafrost 
thaw.

Melting Ground Ice in addi-
tion to frozen soil and sedi-
ment, permafrost also contains 
ground ice, which melts as the 
permafrost thaws. When the 

In the subarctic and tundra climate re-
gions of the northern Hemisphere, 
perennially frozen soils and sediment, 

known as permafrost, cover about 24% 
of the land area. With arctic air tem-
peratures currently rising at a rate more 
than two times that of the midlatitudes, 
ground temperatures are increasing, 
causing permafrost thaw. This results in 
changes to land surfaces, primarily sink-
ing and slumping, that damage build-
ings, forests, and coastlines (Figure gn 
11.1). Permafrost thaw also leads to the 
decay of soil material, a process that 
releases vast amounts of carbon, in the 
form of the greenhouse gases carbon di-
oxide (CO2) and methane (CH4), into the 
atmosphere.

Carbon in Permafrost Soils Permafrost 
is, by definition, soil and sediment that 
have remained frozen for two or more 
consecutive years. The “active layer” is the 
seasonally frozen ground on top of subsur-
face permafrost. This thin layer of soil and 
sediment thaws every summer, providing 
substrate for seasonal grasses and other 
plants that absorb CO2 from the atmos-
phere. in winter, the active layer freezes, 

supporting structure provided by the 
ice is removed, land surfaces collapse 
and slump. Subsurface soils are then 
exposed to sunlight, which speeds up 
microbial processes, and to water ero-
sion, which moves organic carbon into 
streams and lakes, where it is mobilized 
into the atmosphere. research suggests 
that this process may release bursts of 
CO2 and CH4 into the atmosphere, in 
contrast to the slower top-down melting 
of permafrost.

Permafrost soils are now warming at a 
rate faster than arctic air temperatures, 
releasing vast amounts of “ancient” car-
bon into the atmosphere. Scientists are 
actively researching the locations and 
amounts of vulnerable permafrost, the 
current and projected rates of thaw, and 
the potential impacts to the permafrost–
carbon positive feedback. The thawing 
arctic is one of many immediate concerns 
we discuss in this chapter regarding the 
causes and impacts of changing climate 
on earth systems. 

geosystems now online go to Chapter 11  
on the MasteringGeography website (www 
.masteringgeography.com) for more on 
the permafrost thaw and climate change. 
To learn about naSa’s Carbon in arc-
tic reservoirs Vulnerability experiment 
(CarVe), which measures CO2 and CH4  
gas emissions in permafrost regions, go to 
http://science1.nasa.gov/missions/carve/  
(the mission website) or http://www.nasa 
.gov/topics/earth/features/earth20130610 
.html#.UhwyVj_pxXJ (mission background 
and early results).

▲Figure GN 11.2 Blocks of melting permafrost collapse 
into the Beaufort Sea, Alaska. [USgS alaska Science Center.]
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We surveyed the internal structure of Earth and discussed the internal energy flow. Movement 
in Earth’s crust results from these internal dynamics. Plate tectonics is the unifying theory that 
describes the lithosphere in terms of continent-sized migrating pieces of crust that can collide  
with other plates. Earth’s present surface map is the result of these vast forces and motions.  
In Chapter 13, we focus more closely on the surface expressions of all this energy and matter in 
motion: the stress and strain of folding, faulting, and deformation; the building of mountains; and 
the sometimes dramatic activity of earthquakes and volcanoes.

geosystemsconnection

Hydrothermal features and travertine deposits are common in
Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, which sits above a stationary
hot spot in Earth’s crust. Hydrothermal activity produces hot springs,
fumaroles (steam vents), mud pots, and geysers. Grand Prismatic
Spring, pictured here, is the largest hot spring in the United States, 
and third largest in the world. [Edward Fielding/Shutterstock.]

The Mid-Atlantic Ridge system surfaces at Thingvellir, Iceland,
now a tourist destination. The rifts mark the divergent boundary
separating the North American and Eurasian plates.
[ARCTIC IMAGES/Alamy.]

Uluru, also known as Ayers Rock, is probably Australia’s
best known landmark. This steep-sided isolated
sandstone feature, about 3.5 km long and 1.9 km (1.2
mi) wide, was formed from endogenic and exogenic
processes, and has cultural significance for the
Aboriginal peoples. [Penny Tweedie/Alamy.]

Background Image:  [NOAA/NGDC.]

In April 2013, the Nevada Desert Peak Enhanced
Geothermal System (EGS) became the first 
project with enough generating capacity to supply
electricity to the power grid. [Inga Spence/Alamy.]

12a

12d

12b

12c

ENDOGENIC PROCESSES       HUMANS 
• Endogenic processes cause natural hazards such as earthquakes and volcanic 
events that affect humans and ecosystems. 
• Rocks provide materials for human use; geothermal power is a renewable 
resource.

HUMANS       ENDOGENIC PROCESSES
• Wells drilled into Earth’s crust in association with oil and gas drilling and 
Enhanced Geothermal Systems may cause earthquakes.

ISSUES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
• Geothermal capacity will continue to be explored as an alternative energy 
source to fossil fuels.
• Mapping of tectonically active regions will continue to inform policy actions 
with regard to seismic hazards.

THEhumanDENOMINATOR 12 Earth Materials and Plate Tectonics
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c NEW! The Human Denominator  
summarizes Human-Earth relationships, 
interactions, challenges for the 21st cen-
tury through dynamic visuals, including 
maps, photos, graphs, and diagrams.

www.masteringgeography.com
www.masteringgeography.com
http://science1.nasa.gov/missions/carve/
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Visualizing Processes and landscapes

An unparalleled visual program includes a variety of illustrations, maps, photographs, 
and composites, providing authoritative examples and applications of physical  
geography and Earth systems science. 
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PROFILE OF A MEANDERING STREAM
The cross sections show how the location of maximum 
flow velocity shifts from the center along a straight stretch 
of the stream channel to the outside bend of a meander. 
The oblique view shows how the stream erodes, or 
“scours,” an undercut bank on the outside of a bend, while 
depositing a point bar on the inside of the bend.

15.1a

15.1b ACTIVE EROSION ALONG A MEANDER
Notice how this stream in Iowa has 
eroded a steep cutbank on the outside 
of a bend.

15.2 AN ACTIVE STREAM MEANDERING
Over time, stream meanders migrate laterally across a 
stream valley, eroding the outside of bends and filling the 
insides of bends. Narrow areas between meanders are 
necks. When discharge increases the stream may scour 
through the neck, forming a cutoff, as seen in the 
photograph. 

Visit the Study Area in MasteringGeography™ to explore meander and oxbow lake formation.

Visualize: Study a geosciences animation of meander and 
oxbow lake formation.

Assess: Demonstrate understanding of meander and oxbow 
lake formation (if assigned by instructor).

1. Explain: Explain the processes that cause a gentle bend 
along a stream to become a deeply looping meander.

2. Summarize: Summarize the process by which a stream, over 
time, could produce the landscape in the photograph GIA15.2a.

GEOquiz

Explain: Explain the relationship 
between stream velocity, erosion, 
and deposition in the formation of 
a meander.

Follow up: In your own words, describe the 
sequence of steps in the process that forms 
an oxbow lake.

Point bar deposition:
On a bend’s inner side, stream 
velocity decreases, leading to 
deposition of sediment and 
forming a point bar.

Undercut bank erosion:
Areas of maximum stream 
velocity (darker blue) have 
more power to erode, so 
they undercut the 
stream’s banks on the 
outside of a bend.

Stream Valley Landscape:
A neck has recently been eroded, forming a cutoff and 
straightening the stream channel. The bypassed 
portion of the stream may become a meander scar 
or an oxbow lake.

Step 1:
A narrow neck is formed where a lengthening 
meander loops back on itself.

Step 2:
The neck narrows even more due to 
undercutting of its banks.

Step 3:
The stream erodes through the neck, 
forming a cutoff.

Step 4:
An oxbow lake forms as sediment �lls 
the area between the new stream 
channel and its old meander.

Cutbank

Itkillik River in Alaska [USGS]

   
tream channels meander, or curve 
from side to side in a snakelike pattern, where a stream’s 
gradient is low and it flows through fine sediments. Meanders form 

because the portion of the stream with maximum velocity shifts from one side of the 
stream to the other as the stream bends, thus affecting erosion and deposition along the 
stream’s banks (Figure 15.1). Through these “scour-and-fill” processes, a meandering stream 

moves position laterally across its valley and creates a distinctive landscape (Figure 15.2).

S

15.2b FORMATION OF AN OXBOW LAKE
The diagrams below show the steps often involved in forming an oxbow lake. As stream 
channels shift, these processes leave characteristic landforms on a floodplain.
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PROFILE OF A MEANDERING STREAM
The cross sections show how the location of maximum 
flow velocity shifts from the center along a straight stretch 
of the stream channel to the outside bend of a meander. 
The oblique view shows how the stream erodes, or 
“scours,” an undercut bank on the outside of a bend, while 
depositing a point bar on the inside of the bend.

15.1a

15.1b ACTIVE EROSION ALONG A MEANDER
Notice how this stream in Iowa has 
eroded a steep cutbank on the outside 
of a bend.

15.2 AN ACTIVE STREAM MEANDERING
Over time, stream meanders migrate laterally across a 
stream valley, eroding the outside of bends and filling the 
insides of bends. Narrow areas between meanders are 
necks. When discharge increases the stream may scour 
through the neck, forming a cutoff, as seen in the 
photograph. 

Visit the Study Area in MasteringGeography™ to explore meander and oxbow lake formation.

Visualize: Study a geosciences animation of meander and 
oxbow lake formation.

Assess: Demonstrate understanding of meander and oxbow 
lake formation (if assigned by instructor).

1. Explain: Explain the processes that cause a gentle bend 
along a stream to become a deeply looping meander.

2. Summarize: Summarize the process by which a stream, over 
time, could produce the landscape in the photograph GIA15.2a.

GEOquiz

Explain: Explain the relationship 
between stream velocity, erosion, 
and deposition in the formation of 
a meander.

Follow up: In your own words, describe the 
sequence of steps in the process that forms 
an oxbow lake.

Point bar deposition:
On a bend’s inner side, stream 
velocity decreases, leading to 
deposition of sediment and 
forming a point bar.

Undercut bank erosion:
Areas of maximum stream 
velocity (darker blue) have 
more power to erode, so 
they undercut the 
stream’s banks on the 
outside of a bend.

Stream Valley Landscape:
A neck has recently been eroded, forming a cutoff and 
straightening the stream channel. The bypassed 
portion of the stream may become a meander scar 
or an oxbow lake.

Step 1:
A narrow neck is formed where a lengthening 
meander loops back on itself.

Step 2:
The neck narrows even more due to 
undercutting of its banks.

Step 3:
The stream erodes through the neck, 
forming a cutoff.

Step 4:
An oxbow lake forms as sediment �lls 
the area between the new stream 
channel and its old meander.

Cutbank

Itkillik River in Alaska [USGS]

   
tream channels meander, or curve 
from side to side in a snakelike pattern, where a stream’s 
gradient is low and it flows through fine sediments. Meanders form 

because the portion of the stream with maximum velocity shifts from one side of the 
stream to the other as the stream bends, thus affecting erosion and deposition along the 
stream’s banks (Figure 15.1). Through these “scour-and-fill” processes, a meandering stream 

moves position laterally across its valley and creates a distinctive landscape (Figure 15.2).

S

15.2b FORMATION OF AN OXBOW LAKE
The diagrams below show the steps often involved in forming an oxbow lake. As stream 
channels shift, these processes leave characteristic landforms on a floodplain.
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Lake Formation
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156 part I The Energy– Atmosphere System

part of the normal counterclockwise circulation of winds 
and surface ocean currents around the subtropical high
pressure cell dominating the eastern Pacific in the South
ern Hemisphere. As a result, a location such as Guayaquil, 
Ecuador, normally receives 91.4 cm (36 in.) of precipitation 
each year under dominant high pressure, whereas islands 
in the Indonesian archipelago receive more than 254 cm 
(100 in.) under dominant low pressure. This normal align
ment of pressure is shown in Figure 6.21a.

El Niño—ENSo’s Warm Phase Occasionally, for unex
plained reasons, pressure patterns and surface ocean 
temperatures shift from their usual locations in the 
Pacific. Higher pressure than normal develops over the 
western Pacific, and lower pressure develops over the 
eastern Pacific. Trade winds normally moving from east 
to west weaken and can be reduced or even replaced by 
an eastward (westtoeast) flow. The shifting of atmos
pheric pressure and wind patterns across the Pacific is 
the Southern Oscillation.

Seasurface temperatures may increase to more 
than 8 C° (14 F°) above normal in the central and east
ern Pacific during an ENSO, replacing the normally cold, 
nutrientrich water along Peru’s coastline. Such ocean
surface warming, creating the “warm pool,” may extend 
to the International Date Line. This surface pool of warm 
water is the El Niño (Figure 6.21b), leading to the desig
nation ENSO—El Niño–Southern Oscillation. During 
El Niño conditions, the thermocline (the transition layer 
between surface water and colder deepwater beneath) 
lowers in depth in the eastern Pacific Ocean, blocking 
upwelling. The change in wind direction and the warmer 
surface water slow the normal upwelling currents that 
control nutrient availability off the South American coast. 
This loss of nutrients affects the phytoplankton and food 
chain, depriving fish, marine mammals, and predatory 
birds of nourishment.

The expected interval for ENSO recurrence is 3 to  
5 years, but the interval may range from 2 to 12 years. The 
frequency and intensity of ENSO events increased through 

Suitable For
Power Development

wind speed m/s
4.0 8.0 9.0 10.05.0 6.0 7.0

▲Figure 6.1.1 Wind-speed map of the contiguous United States. Map shows predicted 
average wind speeds at a height of 80 m (164 ft) above the ground. Areas with wind speeds 
greater than 6.5 m/s are considered suitable for power development. Map has a spatial resolu-
tion of 2.5 km. [nrEl and AWS Truepower.]

north and South Dakota and Texas alone 
could meet all U.S. electrical needs. in 
the California Coast ranges, land and sea 
breezes blow between the Pacific and Cen-
tral Valley, peaking in intensity from April 
to October, which happens to match peak 
electrical demands for air conditioning dur-
ing the hot summer months.

On the eastern shore of lake Erie 
sits a closed Bethlehem Steel mill, con-
taminated with industrial waste until the 
site was redeveloped with eight 2.5-MW 

wind-power turbines in 2007 (Figure 
6.1.2). Six more turbines were added in 
2012, making this a 35-MW electrical 
generation facility, the largest urban 
installation in the country. The former 
“brownfield” site now supplies enough 
electricity to power 15,000 homes in 
western new york. A proposed expan-
sion would add 500 MW from some 167 
turbines to be installed offshore in lake 
Erie. With the slogan “Turning the rust 
Belt into the Wind Belt,” this former steel 

Wind Power: An Energy Resource for the Present and Future
F cus Study 6.1 Sustainable Resources

The principles of wind power are ancient, 
but the technology is modern and the 
benefits are substantial. Scientists esti-
mate that wind as a resource could poten-
tially produce many times more energy 
than is currently in demand on a global 
scale. yet, despite the available technol-
ogy, wind-power development continues 
to be slowed, mainly by the changing 
politics of renewable energy.

The Nature of Wind Energy
Power generation from wind depends on 
site-specific characteristics of the wind 
resource. Favorable settings for consistent 
wind are areas (1) along coastlines influ-
enced by trade winds and westerly winds; 
(2) where mountain passes constrict air 
flow and interior valleys develop thermal 
low-pressure areas, thus drawing air across 
the landscape; and (3) where localized 
winds occur, such as an expanse of rela-
tively flat prairies, or areas with katabatic 
or monsoonal winds. Many developing 
countries are located in areas blessed by 
such steady winds, such as the trade winds 
across the tropics.

Where winds are sufficient, electricity is 
generated by groups of wind turbines (in 
wind farms) or by individual installations. if 
winds are reliable less than 25%–30% of the 
time, only small-scale use of wind power is 
economically feasible.

The potential of wind power in the 
United States is enormous (Figure 6.1.1). 
in the Midwest, power from the winds of 
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Fjords also occur along the edges of Earth’s ice 
sheets. In Greenland, rising water temperatures in some 
of the longest fjord systems in the world appear to be ac-
celerating melt rates where the glaciers meet the sea. In 
Antarctica, recent use of ice-penetrating radar identified 
numerous fjords beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet, indicat-
ing that the present ice sheet was smaller in areal extent 
in the past.

Arête

U-shaped
glacial
trough

CirquesHanging
valley

Glacial erratics

Horn

Paternoster
lakes

Col

Postglacial

Hanging
waterfall

U-shaped
valley

U-shaped valley, aerialTarn

U-shaped valleyTarnHanging waterfall

CRITICALthinking 17.1
looking for Glacial Features

After looking at Figure 17.12 to identify glacial features, go 
back to the photos in the chapter opener and Figures 17.1 
and 17.2, and then examine Figure 17.12 again. List all the 
glacial formations that you can identify in these photos. Are 
there any erosional landforms you find on all the photos 
other than the glaciers themselves? •

▼Figure 17.11 The geomorphic handiwork of alpine glaciers. As the glaciers retreat,  
the new landscape is unveiled. Inset photos are surface and aerial views from Norway. [Photos by 
Bobbé Christopherson; waterfall by Author.]

▲Figure 17.12 Erosional features of alpine glaciation. How many 
erosional glacial features can you find in this photo of the Chugach 
Mountains in Alaska? See Critical Thinking 17.1. [Bruce Molnia, USGS.]
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many landowners, establish-
ing dunes for storm protec-
tion means financial loss. in the 
short term, even if long-term 
protection is the result.

Coastal Dune Geomorphol-
ogy Coastal sand dunes origi-
nate from sediment supplied 
by the work of ocean waves 
and by fluvial processes that 
move sediment onto deltas 
and estuaries. Once sand 
is deposited on shore, it is 
reworked by wind processes 
into the shape of dunes. Dunes 
along seacoasts are either 
foredunes, where sand is 
pushed up the seaward-facing 
slope, or backdunes, which form further 
away from the beach and are protected 
from onshore winds; backdunes are more 
stable and may be hundreds of years old. 
Most areas of coastal dunes are relatively 
small in size (especially when compared 
with desert dune fields that may cover 
large portions of continents).

Along the Atlantic coast, foredunes 
are moving inland as sea level rises and 

storm energy increases with 
climate change. In developed 
areas, the foredunes cannot 
retreat inland without im-
pinging on human develop-
ment. When storms occur, 
dune movement is intensified,  
and either dune erosion or 
sand deposition, or both, oc-
curs within the developed area 
of the coast (Figure GN 16.2).

Dune Restoration Efforts The 
establishment of new fore-
dunes replenishes the sand 
supply and protects structures 
and infrastructure, making this 
a potentially worthwhile invest-
ment of money and effort for 
communities along the New 
Jersey shoreline. Many experts 
point out that dunes are not a 
guarantee of storm protection 
and that Sandy’s winds and 

Sand Dunes  
Prevent Coastline Erosion 
during Hurricane Sandy

storm surge were strong enough to erode 
some large natural dune systems along 
the Atlantic Seaboard. However, in Brad-
ley Beach, New Jersey, where the storm 
eroded several miles of restored dunes 
about 4.6 m (15 ft) in height, the commu-
nity still escaped excessive damage since 
the dunes absorbed much of the storm’s 
impact.

Thus, local communities are support-
ing dune restoration, as evidenced by 
the Christmas tree initiative. Because 
vegetation is important for dune stabili-
zation, the planting of grasses is another 
protective strategy being embraced by 
New Jersey residents. In this chapter, we 
discuss coastal systems, wind processes, 
and dune formation processes.

geosystems now online:
Go to Chapter 16 on the MasteringGeogra-
phy website for resources and activities. For 
information and links to research on dunes 
in New Jersey and along the Atlantic coast, 
see http://marine.rutgers.edu/geomorph/ 
geomorph/_pages/dunes.html.

During the winter of 2013, in the 
ongoing aftermath of Hurricane 
Sandy, many residents along New 

Jersey’s coastline added their discarded 
Christmas trees to carefully stacked lines 
of trees intended to act as “seeds” for 
new sand dune formation along several 
area beaches. The hope is that the trees 
will catch windblown sand to begin the 
dune formation process, in one of many 
such restoration efforts along the Atlan-
tic coast. In the face of Sandy’s winds, 
houses and neighborhoods with pro-
tective dunes in place experienced less 
damage than those that were more ex-
posed to and closer to the ocean.

Dune Protection versus Ocean Views  
The effectiveness of dune systems as pro-
tection from wave erosion and storm surge 
during Hurricane Sandy, far from being a 
subtle statistical phenomenon, was easily 
observed by local residents. However, the 
fostering of large and sometimes obtrusive 
sand dunes near the shoreline is contro-
versial in coastal communities with million-
dollar homes. For such dunes to func-
tion as barriers to erosion, they must sit 
between oceanfront property and the sea, 
thus blocking ocean views and decreasing 
property values (Figure GN 16.1). For 

nowgeosystems 

▲Figure GN 16.2 Coastal damage from 
Sandy in Mantoloking, New Jersey. View 
looking west before and after Hurricane 
Sandy. The yellow arrow points to the same 
feature in each image. [USGS.]

▲Figure GN 16.1 Constructed dunes. Restored sand 
dunes shield homes in Mantoloking, New Jersey, from an 
incoming nor’easter a few weeks after Hurricane Sandy. 
[Sharon Karr/FEMA.]
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Earthquakes in Haiti, Chile, and Japan: A Comparative Analysis
F cus Study 13.1 Natural Hazards

In 2010 and 2011, three quakes struck 
areas near major population centers, 
causing massive destruction and fatali-
ties. These earthquakes—in the countries 
of Haiti, Chile, and Japan—all occurred 
at plate boundaries and ranged in mag-
nitude from M 7.0 to M 9.0 (Figure 13.1.1 
and Table 13.1.1).

The Human Dimension
The 2010 Haiti earthquake hit an im-
poverished country where little of the 
infrastructure was built to withstand 

earthquakes. Over 2 million people 
live in the capital city of Port-au-Prince, 
which has been destroyed by earth-
quakes several times, mostly notably 
in 1751 and 1770. The total damage 
there from the 2010 quake exceeded 
the country’s $14 billion gross domestic 
product (gDP). In developing countries 
such as Haiti, earthquake damage is 
worsened by inadequate construction, 
lack of enforced building codes, and the 
difficulties of getting food, water, and 
medical help to those in need.

The Maule, Chile, earthquake, which 
occurred just 6 weeks later, caused only 
minimal damage, in large part due to the 
fact that the country enacted strict build-
ing codes in 1985. The result was a frac-
tion of the human cost compared to the 
Haiti earthquake.

The Japan quake resulted in an enor-
mous and tragic human fatality count, 
mainly due to the massive Pacific Ocean 
tsunami (defined as a set of seismic sea 
waves; discussed in Chapter 16). When an 
area of ocean floor some 338 km (N–S) by 

▲Figure 13.1.1 the Haiti, Chile, and Japan earthquakes and the Japan tsunami. [(d) Kyodo News Photo/Reuters].
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(a) Destruction in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, in 2010. The 
quake epicenter was along multiple surface faults 
and a previously unknown subsurface thrust fault.

(b) A collapsed bridge in Santiago, Chile, after the 
M8.8 earthquake hit Maule, 95 km (60 mi) away. 
The epicenter was on a convergent plate boundary 
between the Nazca and South American plates.

(c) Honshu Island, Japan, after the quake and 
tsunami. The epicenter was on a convergent 
plate boundary between the Paci�c and North 
American plates.

(d) Tsunami moves ashore, Iwanuma, Japan. Iwanuma is 
20 km (12.4 mi) south of Sendai, the city closest to the 
epicenter.
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▲Figure 8.6 Orographic precipitation, unstable conditions assumed. [(b) Author. (c) Terra MODiS image, NASA/gSFC.]
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(a) Prevailing winds force warm, moist air upward against a mountain range, producing adiabatic cooling, eventual saturation and net 
condensation, cloud formation, and precipitation. On the leeward slope, as the “dried” air descends, compressional heating warms it 
and evaporation dominates, creating the hot, relatively dry rain shadow.

(b) Rain shadow produced by descending, warming air 
contrasts with the clouds of the windward side of the Sierra 
Nevada. Dust is stirred up by downslope winds.

(c) The wetter windward slopes are in contrast to the drier leeward 
landscapes in Washington (check the map in Figure 8.7).

In the United States, rain-shadow conditions also 
occur east of the Sierra Nevada and Rocky Mountains. 
The precipitation pattern of windward and leeward 
slopes is seen worldwide, as confirmed by the precipita-
tion maps for North America (Figure 9.7) and the world 
(Figure 10.1).

Frontal Lifting (Cold and Warm Fronts)
The leading edge of an advancing air mass is its front. 
Vilhelm Bjerknes (1862–1951) first applied the term while 
working with a team of meteorologists in Norway dur-
ing World War I. Weather systems seemed to them to be 

Georeport 8.2 Mountains cause record rains
Mount Waialeale, on the island of Kaua‘i, Hawai‘i, rises 1569 m (5147 ft) above sea level. On its windward slope, rainfall aver-

aged 1234 cm (486 in., or 40.5 ft) a year for the years 1941–1992. in contrast, the rain-shadow side of Kaua‘i receives only 50 
cm (20 in.) of rain annually. if no islands existed at this location, this portion of the Pacific Ocean would receive only an average 63.5 cm 
(25 in.) of precipitation a year. (These statistics are from established weather stations with a consistent record of weather data; several 
stations claim higher rainfall values but do not have dependable measurement records.)

Cherrapunji, india, is 1313 m (4309 ft) above sea level at 25° N latitude, in the Assam Hills south of the Himalayas. Summer monsoons 
pour in from the indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal, producing 930 cm (366 in., or 30.5 ft) of rainfall in 1 month. Not surprisingly, Cherra-
punji is the all-time precipitation record holder for a single year, 2647 cm (1042 in., or 86.8 ft), and for every other time interval from 15 days 
to 2 years. The average annual precipitation there is 1143 cm (450 in., 37.5 ft), placing it second only to Mount Waialeale.
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Georeport 13.3 Large earthquakes affect Earth’s axial tilt
Scientific evidence is mounting that Earth’s largest earthquake events have a global influence. Both the 2004 Sumatran–

Andaman quake and the 2011 Tohoku quake in Japan caused Earth’s axial tilt to shift several centimeters. NASA scientists 
estimate that the redistribution of mass in each quake shortened daylength by 6.8 millionths of a second for the 2004 event and  
1.8 millionths of a second for the 2011 event.

Although scientists are not yet able to accurately 
forecast earthquakes, they have made strides in predict-
ing earthquake probabilities over periods of decades. 
For example, in 2008, a working group of scientists 
and engineers reported that the probability of an M 6.7 
earthquake along the San Andreas fault system in the 
San Francisco Bay Area between 2007 and 2030 is 63%. 
Adding to the risk presented by such a quake is the ex-
tent of landfill in the Bay Area, where about half the 
original bay is now filled and occupied with buildings. 
In an earthquake, this type of landfill fails in a process 
of liquefaction, in which shaking brings water to the 
surface and liquefies the soil.

In 2013, researchers reported that the probability of 
an M 8.0 earthquake in Japan was higher for the north-
ern region than for the south. These results, based on 
new methodology combining data of various kinds into 
a mathematical probability model, directly contradict 
Japan’s national seismic hazard map, which puts higher 
quake risk in the south. Once refined, the ability to pre-
dict earthquakes over long time scales will be useful for 
hazard planning.

In the meantime, earthquake warning systems have 
been successfully implemented in some countries. A 
Mexico City warning system provides 70-second notice of 

arriving seismic waves. The system was 
effective in March 2012, when a senate 
hearing at the capitol was interrupted 
by the sirens indicating an imminent 
earthquake. Shaking began about a 
minute later. In Japan, a warning sys-
tem was activated during the Tohoku 
earthquake, sending alerts to televi-
sions and cell phones and automatically 
shutting down some transportation and 
industrial services. (The tsunami warn-
ing system in the Pacific is discussed in 
Chapter 16.)

In the United States, an earth-
quake early warning system is still in 
development. The Southern California 
Seismographic Network monitors 350 
instruments for immediate earthquake 
location analysis and disaster coordi-
nation (see http://www.scsn.org/ for more 
information).

Earthquake Planning
Someday accurate earthquake fore-
casting may be a reality, but several 

questions remain: How will humans re-
spond to a forecast? Can a major metropolitan region be 
evacuated for short periods of time? Can a city relocate 
after a disaster to an area of lower risk?

Actual implementation of an action plan to reduce 
death, injury, and property damage from earthquakes is 
difficult to achieve. For example, such a plan is likely to 
be unpopular politically, since it involves large expen-
ditures of money before a quake has even hit. Moreover, 
the negative image created by the idea of the possibility 
of earthquakes in a given municipality is not likely to be 
welcomed by banks, real estate agents, politicians, or the 
chamber of commerce. These factors work against the 
adoption of effective prediction methods and planning.

A valid and applicable generalization is that hu-
mans and their institutions seem unable or unwilling 
to perceive hazards in a familiar environment. In other 
words, people tend to feel secure in their homes, even in 
communities known to be sitting on a quiet fault zone. 
Such an axiom of human behavior certainly helps ex-
plain why large populations continue to live and work 
in earthquake-prone settings. Similar statements also 
can be made about populations in areas vulnerable to 
floods, hurricanes, and other natural hazards. (See the 
Natural Hazards Center at the University of Colorado at 
http://www.colorado.edu/hazards/index.html.)

Lowest hazard

Highest hazard

% g

▲Figure 13.20 Earthquake hazard map for the United States. Colors on the map show 
the levels of horizontal shaking that have a 2-in-100 chance of being exceeded during a 50-
year period. Shaking is expressed as a percentage of g (the acceleration of a falling object 
with gravity), with red being the highest shaking. Active seismic regions include the West 
Coast, the Wasatch Front of Utah northward into Canada, the central Mississippi Valley, the 
southern Appalachians, and portions of South Carolina, upstate New york, and Ontario.
[USgS; see http://earthquake.usgs.gov/hazards/products/.]
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neither harm nor benefit. An example is the remora (a 
sucker fish) that lives attached to sharks and consumes 
the waste produced as the shark eats its prey. Epiphytic 
plants, such as orchids, are another example; these “air 
plants” grow on the branches and trunks of trees, using 
them for physical support (Figure 19.14).

A final symbiotic relationship is amensalism, in 
which one species harms another but is not affected 
itself. This typically occurs either as competition, when 
one organism deprives another of food or habitat, or 
when a plant produces chemical toxins that damage or 
kill other plants. For example, black walnut trees excrete 
a chemical toxin through their root systems into the soil 
that inhibits the growth of other plants beneath them.

CRITICALthinking 19.1
Mutualism? Parasitism? Where Do  
We Fit in?

Some scientists are asking whether our human society and 
the physical systems of earth constitute a global-scale sym-
biotic relationship of mutualism, which is sustainable, or of 
parasitism, which is unsustainable. after reviewing the defini-
tions of these terms, what is your response to that statement? 
How well do our human economic systems coexist with the 
need to sustain the planet’s life-supporting natural systems? 
Do you characterize this as mutualism, parasitism, or some-
thing else? •

abiotic Influences
A number of abiotic environmental factors influence spe-
cies distributions, interactions, and growth. For example, 
the distribution of some plants and animals depends on 
photoperiod, the duration of light and dark over a 24-hour 
period. Many plants require longer days for flowering and 
seed germination, such as ragweed (Ambrosia). Other 
plants require longer nights to stimulate seed production, 
such as poinsettia (Euphorbia pulcherrima), which needs 
at least 2 months of 14-hour nights to start flowering. 
These species cannot survive in equatorial regions with 
little daylength variation; they are instead restricted to 
latitudes with appropriate photoperiods, although other 
factors may also affect their distribution.

In terms of entire ecosystems, air and soil tempera-
tures are important since they determine the rates at 
which chemical reactions proceed. Precipitation and 
water availability are also critical, as is water quality—
its mineral content, salinity, and levels of pollution and 
toxicity. All of these factors work together to determine 
the distributions of species and communities in a given 
location.

Pioneering work in the study of species distribution 
was done by geographer and explorer Alexander von 
Humboldt (1769–1859), the first scientist to write about 
the distinct zonation of plant communities with changing 
elevation. After several years of study in the Andes Moun-
tains of Peru, von Humboldt hypothesized that plants and 
animals occur in related groupings wherever similar cli-
matic conditions occur. His ideas were the basis for the 
life zone concept, which describes this zonation of flora 
and fauna along an altitudinal transect (Figure 19.15). 
Each life zone possesses its own temperature and precipi-
tation regime and, therefore, its own biotic communities.

The life zone concept became prominent in the 
1890s with the work of ecologist C. Hart Merriam, who 
mapped 12 life zones with distinct plant associations in 
the San Francisco Peaks in northern Arizona. Merriam 
also expanded the concept to include the changing zona-
tion from the equator toward higher latitudes. Chapter 20 
further discusses plant associations in relationship to cli-
matic conditions.

As discussed in this chapter’s Geosystems Now, 
recent scientific studies show that climate change is caus-
ing plants and animals to move their ranges to higher 
elevations with more suitable climates as established life 
zones shift. Evidence exists that some species have run 

▲Figure 19.14 Epiphytes using a tree trunk for support, Wash-
ington. epiphytic club mosses are common in the temperate rain 
forest of Olympic national Park. [Don Johnston/alamy.]

Georeport 19.2 sea turtles navigate using Earth’s magnetic field
The fact that birds and bees can detect earth’s magnetic field and use it for finding direction is well established. Small 

amounts of magnetically sensitive particles in the skull of the bird and the abdomen of the bee provide compass directions. 
recently, scientists found that sea turtles detect magnetic fields of different strengths and inclinations (angles). This means that the 
turtles have a built-in navigation system that helps them find certain locations on earth. loggerhead turtles hatch in Florida, crawl 
into the water, and spend the next 70 years traveling thousands of miles between north america and africa around the subtropical 
high-pressure gyre in the atlantic Ocean. The females return to where they were hatched to lay their eggs. in turn, the hatchlings are 
imprinted with magnetic data unique to the location of their birth and then develop a more global sense of position as they live a life 
swimming across the ocean.
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15 River Systems

After reading the chapter, you should be able to:

•	 Sketch a basic drainage basin model, and identify different types of drainage 
patterns by visual examination.

•	 Explain the concepts of stream gradient and base level, and describe the re-
lationship between stream velocity, depth, width, and discharge.

•	 Explain the processes involved in fluvial erosion and sediment transport.

•	 Describe common stream channel patterns, and explain the concept of a 
graded stream.

•	 Describe the depositional landforms associated with floodplains and alluvial 
fan environments.

•	 List and describe several types of river deltas, and explain flood probability 
estimates.

KEy LEArnIng  concepts Carving through the volcanic strata of the 
rugged Owyhee plateau, the Owyhee river 
flows from northern nevada, through Idaho 
and southeast Oregon, and eventually into 
the Snake river on the Idaho-Oregon bor-
der. The remote, high-desert canyons of the 
Owyhee and its tributaries are considered 
by many to be some of the last remaining 
truly wild country in the American West. 
Over 560 km (350 mi) of the Owyhee, in 
several segments, are protected as part of 
the U.S. national Wild and Scenic rivers 
System, which mandates preservation of 
each river segment’s free-flowing condition. 
[Michael Melford/getty Images.]
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■ Sketch a basic drainage basin model, and identify 
different types of drainage patterns by visual 
examination.

Hydrology is the science of water and its global circula-
tion, distribution, and properties—specifically, water at 
and below Earth’s surface. Fluvial processes are stream-
related. The basic fluvial system is a drainage basin, or 
watershed, which is an open system. Drainage divides 
define the catchment (water-receiving) area of a drain-
age basin. In any drainage basin, water initially moves 
downslope in a thin film of sheetflow, or overland flow. 
This surface runoff concentrates in rills, or small-scale 
downhill grooves, which may develop into deeper gullies 
and a stream course in a valley. High ground that sepa-
rates one valley from another and directs sheetflow is 
an interfluve. Extensive mountain and highland regions 
act as continental divides that separate major drainage 
basins. Some regions, such as the Great Salt Lake Basin, 
have internal drainage that does not reach the ocean, the 
only outlets being evaporation and subsurface gravita-
tional flow.

Drainage density is determined by the number and 
length of channels in a given area and is an expression 
of a landscape’s topographic surface appearance. Drain-
age pattern refers to the arrangement of channels in an 
area as determined by the steepness, variable rock resist-
ance, variable climate, hydrology, relief of the land, and 
structural controls imposed by the landscape. Seven 
basic drainage patterns are generally found in nature: 
dendritic, trellis, radial, parallel, rectangular, annular, 
and deranged.

hydrology (p. 422)
fluvial (p. 422)
drainage basin (p. 422)
sheetflow (p. 423)
continental divide (p. 423)
internal drainage (p. 425)
drainage density (p. 426)
drainage pattern (p. 426)

 1. Define the term fluvial. What is a fluvial process?
 2. What role is played by rivers in the hydrologic cycle?
 3. What are the five largest rivers on Earth in terms of 

discharge? Relate these to the weather patterns in 
each area and to regional potential evapotranspira-
tion (POTET) and precipitation (PRECIP)—concepts 
discussed in Chapter 9.

 4. What is the basic organizational unit of a river sys-
tem? How is it identified on the landscape? Define 
the several relevant key terms used.

 5. In Figure 15.3, follow the Allegheny–Ohio–Missis-
sippi River system to the Gulf of Mexico. Analyze the 
pattern of tributaries and describe the channel. What 
role do continental divides play in this drainage?

 6. Describe drainage patterns. Define the various pat-
terns that commonly appear in nature. What drain-
age patterns exist in your hometown? Where you 
attend school?

■ Explain the concepts of stream gradient and base 
level, and describe the relationship between stream 
velocity, depth, width, and discharge.

The gradient of a stream is the slope, or the stream’s drop 
in elevation per unit distance. Base level is the lowest-
elevation limit of stream erosion in a region. A local base 
level occurs when something interrupts the stream’s abil-
ity to achieve base level, such as a dam or a landslide that 
blocks a stream channel.

Discharge, a stream’s volume of flow per unit of time, 
is calculated by multiplying the velocity of the stream by its 
width and depth for a specific cross section of the channel. 
Streams may have perennial, ephemeral, or intermittent 
flow regimes. Discharge usually increases in a downstream 
direction; however, in rivers in semiarid or arid regions, 
discharge may decrease with distance downstream as water 
is lost to evapotranspiration and water diversions.

A graph of stream discharge over time for a specific 
place is called a hydrograph. Precipitation events in 
urban areas result in higher peak flows during floods. In 
deserts, a torrent of water that fills a stream channel dur-
ing or just after a rainstorm is a flash flood.

gradient (p. 427)
base level (p. 427)
discharge (p. 428)
hydrograph (p. 429)
flash flood (p. 429)

 7. Explain the base level concept. What happens to a 
stream’s base level when a reservoir is constructed?

 8. What was the impact of flood discharge on the chan-
nel of the San Juan River near Bluff, Utah? Why did 
these changes take place?

 9. Differentiate between a natural stream hydrograph 
and one from an urbanized area.

■ Explain the processes involved in fluvial erosion and 
sediment transport.

Water dislodges, dissolves, or removes surface material 
and moves it to new locations in the process of erosion. 
Sediments are laid down by the process of deposition. 
Hydraulic action is the erosive work of water caused by 
hydraulic squeeze-and-release action to loosen and lift 
rocks and sediment. As this debris moves along, it me-
chanically erodes the streambed further through a pro-
cess of abrasion. Streams may deepen their valley by 
channel incision, they may lengthen in the process of 
headward erosion, or they may erode a valley laterally in 
the process of meandering.

When stream energy is high, particles move down-
stream in the process of sediment transport. The sedi-
ment load of a stream can be divided into three primary 
types. The dissolved load travels in solution, especially 
the dissolved chemicals derived from minerals such 

KEy LEArnIng concepts review
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■ List and describe several types of river deltas, and 
explain flood probability estimates.

A depositional plain formed at the mouth of a river is 
called a delta. Deltas may be arcuate or bird’s foot in 
shape, or estuarine in nature. Some rivers have no deltas. 
When the mouth of a river enters the sea and is inundated 
by seawater in a mix with freshwater, it is called an estu-
ary. Despite historical devastation by floods, floodplains 
and deltas are important sites of human activity and set-
tlement. Efforts to reduce flooding include the construc-
tion of artificial levees, bypasses, straightened channels, 
diversions, dams, and reservoirs.

A flood occurs when high water overflows the nat-
ural bank along any portion of a stream. Human-con-
structed artificial levees are common features along 
many rivers of the United States, where flood protection 
is needed for developed floodplains. Both floods and the 
floodplains they occupy are rated statistically for the ex-
pected time interval between floods of given discharges. 

For example, a 10-year flood has the statistical probabil-
ity of happening once every 10 years. Flood probabilities 
are useful for floodplain zoning.

delta (p. 444)
estuary (p. 444)
flood (p. 446)
artificial levee (p. 447)

 20. What is a river delta? What are the various deltaic 
forms? Give some examples.

 21. Describe the Ganges River delta. What factors up-
stream explain its form and pattern? Assess the con-
sequences of settlement on this delta.

 22. What is meant by the statement, “The Nile River 
delta is disappearing”?

 23. Specifically, what is a flood? How are such flows 
measured and tracked, and how are they used in 
floodplain management?

 24. What is channel avulsion, and how does it occur?

Looking for additional review and test prep materials? Visit the Study Area in MasteringGeography™ to enhance your  
geographic literacy, spatial reasoning skills, and understanding of this chapter’s content by accessing a variety of resources, 
including  interactive maps, geoscience animations, satellite loops, author notebooks, videos, RSS feeds, flash-
cards, web links, self-study quizzes, and an eText version of Geosystems.

The Horton River delta, Northwest Territo-
ries, Canada. 
Prior to about 1800, the Horton River followed a  
meandering course as it flowed more then 
100 km (62 mi) northward along the coast of 
the Beaufort Sea. As the river scoured the out-
side of meander bends, it eventually formed 
a new outlet to Franklin Bay. This EO–1 (Earth 
Observing–1) satellite image shows the river’s 
fan-shaped delta, forming for the past 200 years 
along this otherwise straight section of coast. 
Where the river abandoned its former channel, 
oxbow lakes have formed. How many can you 
count in the image? [NASA EO–1 Team.]
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In June 2013, floodwaters
following days of heavy
rainfall inundated Germany,
Austria, Slovakia, Hungary,
and the Czech Republic.
According to local residents,
water levels in Passau,
Germany, were higher than
any recorded in the past
500 years. [Matthias Schrader/
AP Photo.] 

Rivers in Madagascar 
carry an enormous
sediment load as a
result of deforestation.
The trees anchor the 
soil with their roots; 
when that stabilizing 
effect is gone, soil
erodes into river
channels and is
carried into oceans, 
disrupting coral reefs
and other aquatic
ecosystems. [Kevin
Schafer/Alamy.]  

In 2011, Americans spent $42 million
on fishing-related activities. Streams
in Montana, Missouri, Michigan,
Utah, and Wisconsin are of high
enough quality that they are
designated “blue ribbon fisheries”
based on sustainability criteria such
as water quality and quantity,
accessibility, and the specific species
present. [Karl Weatherly/Corbis.] 

NASA.
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RIVER SYSTEMS       HUMANS 
• Humans use rivers for recreation and have farmed fertile �oodplain soils for 
centuries.
• Flooding affects human settlements on �oodplains and deltas.
• Rivers are transportation corridors, and provide water for municipal and 
industrial use.

HUMANS       RIVER SYSTEMS
• Dams and diversions alter river �ows and sediment loads, affecting river 
ecosystems and habitat. River restoration efforts include dam removal to 
restore ecosystems and threatened species.
• Urbanization, deforestation, and other human activities in watersheds alter 
runoff, peak �ows, and sediment loads in streams.
• Levee construction affects �oodplain ecosystems; levee failures cause 
destructive �ooding.

ISSUES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
• Increasing population will intensify human settlement on �oodplains and deltas 
worldwide, especially in developing countries, making more people vulnerable 
to �ood impacts.
• Stream restoration will continue, including dam decommissioning and removal, 
�ow restoration, vegetation reestablishment, and restoration of stream 
geomorphology.
• Global climate change may intensify storm systems, including hurricanes, 
increasing runoff and �ooding in affected regions. Rising sea level will make 
delta areas more vulnerable to �ooding. 

THEhumanDENOMINATOR 15 Subtitle

While following the flow of water through streams, we examined fluvial processes and landforms 
and the river-system outputs of discharge and sediment. We saw that a scientific understanding 
of river dynamics, floodplain landscapes, and related flood hazards is integral to society’s ability 
to perceive hazards in the familiar environments we inhabit. In the next chapter, we examine the 
erosional activities of waves, tides, currents, and wind as they sculpt Earth’s coastlines and desert 
regions. A significant portion of the human population lives in coastal areas, making the difficulties 
of hazard perception and the need to plan for the future, given a rising sea level, important aspects 
of Chapter 16.

geosystemsconnection
FPO
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Geosystems provides a structured learning path that helps students achieve a 
deeper understanding of physical geography through active learning.
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is transported thousands of kilometers and accumulates 
on the floor of the Gulf of Mexico, where it forms the Mis-
sissippi River delta.

Drainage Basins as Open Systems
Drainage basins are open systems. Inputs include precipi-
tation and the minerals and rocks of the regional geology. 
Energy and materials are redistributed as the stream con-
stantly adjusts to its landscape. System outputs of water 
and sediment disperse through the mouth of the stream 
or river, into a lake, another stream or river, or the ocean, 
as shown in Figure 15.1.

Change that occurs in any portion of a drain-
age basin can affect the entire system. If a stream is 
brought to a geomorphic threshold where it can no 
longer maintain its present form, the river system may 
become destabilized, initiating a transition period to a 
more stable condition. A river system constantly strug-
gles toward equilibrium among the interacting vari-
ables of discharge, channel steepness, channel shape, 
and sediment load, all of which are discussed in the 
chapter ahead.

International Drainage Basins
The Danube River in Eu-
rope, which flows 2850 
km (1770 mi) from western 
Germany’s Black Forest to 
the Black Sea, exemplifies 
the political complexity of 
an international drainage 
basin. The river crosses 
or forms part of a border 
of nine countries (Fig-
ure 15.4). A total area of 
817,000 km2 (315,000 mi2) 
falls within the drainage 
basin, including some 300 
tributaries.

The Danube serves 
many economic functions: 
commercial transport, mu-
nicipal water source, agri-
cultural irrigation, fishing, 

and hydroelectric power production. An international 
struggle is under way to save the river from its burden of 
industrial and mining wastes, sewage, chemical discharge, 
agricultural runoff, and drainage from ships. The many 
shipping canals actually spread pollution and worsen bio-
logical conditions in the river. All of this pollution passes 
through Romania and the deltaic ecosystems in the Black 
Sea. The river is widely regarded as one of the most pol-
luted on Earth.

Political changes in Europe in 1989 allowed the first 
scientific analysis of the entire Danube River system. The 
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the 
European Union, along with other organizations, are now 
dedicated to improving water quality and restoring flood-
plain and delta ecosystems; see http://www.icpdr.org/.

Internal Drainage
As mentioned earlier, the ultimate outlet for most drain-
age basins is the ocean. In some regions, however, stream 
drainage does not reach the ocean. Instead, the water 
leaves the drainage basin by means of evaporation or sub-
surface gravitational flow. Such basins are described as 
having internal drainage.

Regions of internal drainage occur in Asia, Af-
rica, Australia, Mexico, and the western United States, 
such as in the Great Basin Physiographic Province in 
Nevada and Utah, shown in Figure 13.14 and Figure 
15.3. An example within this region is the Humboldt 
River, which flows westward across Nevada and even-
tually disappears into the Humboldt “sink” as a result 
of evaporation and seepage losses to groundwater. The 
area surrounding Utah’s Great Salt Lake, outlet for 
many streams draining the Wasatch Mountains, also 
exemplifies internal drainage, since its only outlet is 
evaporation. Internal drainage is also a characteristic of 
the Dead Sea region in the Middle East and the region 
around the Aral Sea and Caspian Sea in Asia.

CritiCalthinking 15.1
Locate Your Drainage Basin

Determine the name of the drainage basin within which your 
campus is located. Where are its headwaters? Where is the 
river’s mouth? If you are in the United States or Canada, use 
Figure 15.3 to locate the larger drainage basins and divides 
for your region, and then take a look at this region on Google 
EarthTM. Does any regulatory organization oversee planning 
and coordination for the drainage basin you identified? Can 
you find topographic maps online that cover this region? •
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▲Figure 15.4 an international drainage basin—the Danube river. The Danube crosses or forms part of a 
border of nine countries as it flows across Europe to the Black Sea. The river spews polluted discharge into the 
Black Sea through its arcuate-form delta. [Inset: Terra image, June 15, 2002, NASA/GSFC.]
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Basic Fluvial Concepts
Streams, a mixture of water and solids, provide resources 
and shape landforms. They create fluvial landscapes 
through the ongoing erosion, transport, and deposition 
of materials in a downstream direction. The energy of a 
stream to accomplish this geomorphic work depends on 
a number of factors, including gradient, base level, and 
volume of flow (discharge), all discussed in this section.

Gradient
Within its drainage basin, every stream has a degree 
of inclination or gradient, which is also known as the 
channel slope. The gradient of a stream is defined as 
the drop in elevation per unit distance, usually meas-
ured in meters per kilometer, or feet per mile. Char-
acteristically, a river has a steeper slope nearer the 
headwaters and a more gradual slope downstream. A 
stream’s gradient affects its energy and ability to move 
material; in particular, it affects the velocity of the 
flow (discussed just ahead).

Base Level
The level below which a stream cannot erode its valley is 
base level. In general, the ultimate base level is sea level, 
the average level between high and low tides. Base level 
can be visualized as a surface extending inland from sea 
level, inclined gently upward under the continents. In 
theory, this is the lowest practical level for all denuda-
tion processes (Figure 15.6a).

American geologist and explorer John Wesley Pow-
ell, mentioned in Focus Study 9.1, put forward the idea 
of base level in 1875. Powell recognized that not every 
landscape has degraded all the way to sea level; clearly, 
other intermediate base levels are in operation. A local 
base level, or temporary one, may determine the lower 
limit of local or regional stream erosion. A river or lake 
is a natural local base level; the reservoir behind a dam 
is a human-caused local base level (Figure 15.6b). In arid 
landscapes with internal drainage, valleys, plains, or 
other low points act as local base level.

Stream Discharge
A mass of water situated above base level in a stream 
has potential energy. As the water flows downslope, or 
downstream, under the influence of gravity, this energy 

Dam

     
   B

ase
 level

Reservoir
Sediment
accumulation

Sediment
accumulation

Ocean
Sea level

(a) The ultimate base level is sea level. Note how base level
curves gently upward from the sea as it is traced inland; this 
is the theoretical limit for stream erosion. The reservoir behind
a dam is a local base level.

(b) Lake Powell behind Glen Canyon Dam is a local base 
level on the Colorado River.

Local base level ▼Figure 15.6 Ultimate and local base levels.  
[(b) Bobbé Christopherson.]

CRITICALthinking 15.2
Identifying Drainage Patterns

Examine the photograph in Figure CT 15.2.1, where you see 
two distinct drainage patterns. Of the seven types illustrated 
in Figure 15.5, which two patterns are most like those in the 
aerial photo? Looking back to Figure 15.1a, which drainage 
pattern is prevalent in the area around Mount Mismi in Bra-
zil? Explain your answer. The next time you fly in an airplane, 
look out the window to observe the various drainage pat-
terns across the landscape. •

▲Figure CT 15.2.1 Two drainage patterns dominate this 
scene from central Montana, in response to rock structure 
and local relief. [Bobbé Christopherson.]
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b Key Learning Concepts
at the beginning of every chapter help students identify 
the key knowledge and skills they will acquire through 
study of the chapter.

. Critical Thinking Activities integrated 
throughout chapter sections give students an 
opportunity to stop, check, and apply their 
understanding.

c Geosystems Connection at 
the end of chapters help students 
bridge concepts between 
chapters, reminding them where 
they have been and where they 
are going.

. Key Learning Concepts Review at the end of each 
chapter concludes the learning path and features 
summaries, narrative definitions, a list of key terms 
with page numbers, and review questions.

tools for structured learning 
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MasteringGeography delivers engaging, dynamic learning opportunities—focusing 
on course objectives and responsive to each student’s progress—that are proven to 
help students absorb geography course material and understand difficult physical 
processes and geographic concepts.

Visualize the Processes and Landscapes that form Earth’s Physical Environment

c Encounter Activities provide rich, interactive  
explorations of geography concepts using the dynamic 
features of Google Earth™ to visualize and explore 
Earth’s physical landscape. Available with multiple-
choice and short answer questions. All Explorations 
include corresponding Google Earth KMZ media files, 
and questions include hints and specific wrong-answer 
feedback to help coach students towards mastery of 
the concepts.

b Geoscience Animations illuminate the most difficult-
to-visualize topics from across the physical geosciences, 
such as solar system formation, hydrologic cycle, plate 
tectonics, glacial advance and retreat, global warming, 
etc. Animations include audio narration, a text transcript, 
and assignable multiple-choice quizzes with specific 
wrong-answer feedback to help guide students towards 
mastery of these core physical process concepts. Icons 
integrated throughout the text indicate to students when 
they can login to the Study Area of MasteringGeography 
to access the animations.

c NEW! Quick  
Response Codes in 
the Geosystems in 
Action features link to 
select videos,t anima-
tions, and web sites, 
providing students 
with just-in-time ac-
cess to visualization 
and data resources 
from their mobile 
devices. 

Tour of the 
Cryosphere

MasteringGeographyTM
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Engage in Map Reading, Data Analysis, and Critical Thinking 

c MapMaster Layered Thematic Interactive Map Activities 
allow students to layer various thematic maps to analyze 
spatial patterns and data at regional and global scales. Avail-
able with assignable and customizable multiple-choice and 
short-answer questions organized around the textbook topics 
and concepts. This GIS-like tool includes zoom and annotation 
functionality, with hundreds of map layers leveraging recent 
data from sources such as NOAA, NASA, USGS, U.S. Census 
Bureau, United Nations, CIA, World Bank, and the Population 
Reference Bureau.

. Thinking Spatially & Data Analysis and NEW GeoTutor 
Activities help students master the toughest geographic 
concepts and develop both spatial reasoning and critical 
thinking skills. Students identify and label features from 
maps, illustrations, graphs, and charts, examine related data 
sets, and answer higher-order conceptual questions, which 
include hints and specific wrong-answer feedback.

. Videos provide students with a sense of place and 
allow them to explore a range of locations and topics. 
Covering physical processes and critical issues such 
as climate and climate change, renewable energy 
resources, economy and development, culture, and 
globalization, these video activities include assignable 
questions, with many including hints and specific 
wrong-answer feedback.

NEW! Dynamic Study Modules 
Personalize each student’s learning experience with Dynamic Study Modules. Created 
to allow students to study on their own and be better prepared to achieve higher scores 
on their tests. Mobile app available for iOS and Android devices for study on the go.

Student Study Area Resources 
in MasteringGeography:
• Geoscience Animations
• MapMaster™ interactive maps
• Videos 
• Practice quizzes
• “In the News” RSS feeds
• Glossary flashcards
• Optional Pearson eText and more

 is a powerful tool that presents assignable layered thematic and 
place name interactive maps at world and regional scales for students to test their 
geographic literacy, map reading, data analysis, and spatial reasoning skills.

www.masteringgeography.com

www.masteringgeography.com
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With the Mastering gradebook and diagnostics, you’ll be better informed about your 
students’ progress than ever before. Mastering captures the step-by-step work of every 
student—including wrong answers submitted, hints requested, and time taken at every 
step of every problem—all providing unique insight into the most common misconcep-
tions of your class.

c The Gradebook records 
all scores for automati-
cally graded assignments. 
Shades of red highlight 
struggling students and 
challenging assignments.

c Diagnostics provide 
unique insight into class and 
student performance. With a 
single click, charts summa-
rize the most difficult ques-
tions, vulnerable students, 
grade distribution, and score 
improvement over the dura-
tion of the course. 

c With a single click, Indi-
vidual Student Performance 
Data provide at-a-glance 
statistics into each individ-
ual student’s performance, 
including time spent on the 
question, number of hints 
opened, and number of 
wrong and correct answers 
submitted.

MasteringGeographyTM
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c Learning Outcomes
MasteringGeography provides quick and easy access to
information on student performance against your learning
outcomes and makes it easy to share those results.
• Quickly add your own learning outcomes, or use publisher
provided ones, to track student performance and report it to
your administration.
• View class and individual student performance against
specific learning outcomes.
• Effortlessly export results to a spreadsheett that you can
further customize and/or share with your chair, dean,
administrator, and/or accreditation board.

Easy to customize
Customize publisher-provided items or
quickly add your own. MasteringGeography
makes it easy to edit any questions or
answers, import your own questions, and
quickly add images, links, and files to further
enhance the student experience.
Upload your own video and audio files from
your hard drive to share with students, as well
as record video from your computer’s webcam
directly into MasteringGeography—no plugins
required. Students can download video and
audio files to their local computer or launch
them in Mastering to view the content.

Pearson eText gives students access to Geosystems, 
9th Edition whenever and wherever they can access 
the Internet. The eText pages look exactly like the 
printed text, and include powerful interactive and 
customization functions. Users can create notes, 
highlight text in different colors, create bookmarks, 
zoom, click hyperlinked words and phrases to view 
definitions, and view as a single page or as two pages. 
Pearson eText also links students to associated media 
files, enabling them to view an animation as they read 
the text, and offers a full-text search and the ability to 
save and export notes. The Pearson eText also in-
cludes embedded URLs in the chapter text with active 
links to the Internet.

The Pearson eText app is a great companion to Pear-
son’s eText browser-based book reader. It allows 
existing subscribers who view their Pearson eText 
titles on a Mac or PC to additionally access their titles 
in a bookshelf on the iPad and Android devices either 
online or via download.

Learning Catalytics is a "bring your own device" student engagement, as-
sessment, and classroom intelligence system. With Learning Catalytics you 
can:

•  Assess students in real time, using open-ended tasks to probe stu-
dent understanding. 

•  Understand immediately where students are and adjust your lecture 
accordingly. 

• Improve your students’ critical-thinking skills.
• Access rich analytics to understand student performance. 
•  Add your own questions to make Learning Catalytics fit your course 

exactly.
• Manage student interactions with intelligent grouping and timing. 

Learning Catalytics is a technology that has grown out of twenty years of 
cutting edge research, innovation, and implementation of interactive teach-
ing and peer instruction. Available integrated with MasteringGeography or 
standalone.

www.masteringgeography.com

www.masteringgeography.com
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about our sustainability initiatives
Pearson recognizes the environmental challenges facing 
this planet, as well as acknowledges our responsibility in 
making a difference. This book has been carefully crafted 
to minimize environmental impact. The binding, cover, and 
paper come from facilities that minimize waste, energy con-
sumption, and the use of harmful chemicals. Pearson closes 
the loop by recycling every out-of-date text returned to our 
warehouse.

Along with developing and exploring digital solutions to 
our market’s needs, Pearson has a strong commitment to 
achieving carbon-neutrality. As of 2009, Pearson became the 
first carbon- and climate-neutral publishing company. Since 
then, Pearson remains strongly committed to measuring, 
reducing, and offsetting our carbon footprint.

The future holds great promise for reducing our impact on 
Earth’s environment, and Pearson is proud to be leading the 
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A snow avalanche roars down Mount 
Timpanogos, the second highest peak in 
Utah’s Wasatch Mountains. Snow avalanches 
are a significant hazard in mountainous 
environments worldwide, killing hundreds 
of people annually. Avalanches result from 
the combination of steep, open slopes and 
unstable snow. The dramatic vertical relief 
of the Wasatch Range, which rises 2301 m 
(7,550 ft) above the Great Salt Lake, interacts 
with moist Pacific air masses, resulting in an 
average of 160 m (525 in.) of snowfall each 
winter. Winter storms set the stage for dan-
gerous conditions. New snow and wind that 
blows snow onto lee slopes are the primary 
factors contributing to avalanche formation. 
This January 2005 avalanche stopped short 
of the houses in the foreground. [Bruce Trem-
per, Utah Avalanche Center.]

1

key LeARNiNG concepts
After reading the chapter, you should be able to:

• Define geography in general and physical geography in particular.

• Discuss human activities and human population growth as they relate to  
geographic science, and summarize the scientific process.

• Describe systems analysis, open and closed systems, and feedback informa-
tion, and relate these concepts to earth systems.

• Explain earth’s reference grid: latitude and longitude and latitudinal  
geographic zones and time.

• Define cartography and mapping basics: map scale and map projections.

• Describe modern geoscience techniques—the Global Positioning System 
(GPS), remote sensing, and geographic information systems (GiS)—and  
explain how these tools are used in geographic analysis.

Essentials of Geography
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nowgeosystems nowgeosystems  

Shale Gas: An Energy 
Resource for the Future?

and earthquake activity in Ohio, West Vir-
ginia, Texas, Oklahoma, and parts of the 
Midwest.

This rapidly expanding energy resource 
has varied impacts on air, water, land, and 
living earth systems. However, many of the 
environmental effects of shale gas extrac-
tion remain unknown; further scientific 
study is critical.

Shale Gas and Geosystems Resource 
location and distribution and human–
environment interactions not only are 
important issues associated with shale gas 
extraction, but also are at the heart of geo-
graphic science. in this chapter, you work 
with several “essentials of Geography”: the 
scientific process, earth systems thinking, 
spatial concepts, and mapping. Through-
out Geosystems, we will expand the story 
of shale gas and its far-reaching effects on 
global climate, surface water and ground-
water resources, and ecosystem functions.

geosystems now online Go to Chapter 1  
on the MasteringGeography website 
(www.masteringgeography.com) for re-
sources and activities regarding shale gas 
as an energy resource. explore shale gas 
online at http://ngm.nationalgeographic.
com/2012/12/methane/lavelle-text for an 
interactive diagram called “Breaking Fuel 
from the Rock” and links to articles. For 
another perspective, go to http://www 
.energyfromshale.org/shale-extraction-
process, which presents shale gas extrac-
tion from the energy industry’s point of 
view. Should the United States and other 
countries expand shale gas as an energy 
resource for the future?
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▲Figure GN 1.1 Shale deposits and areas of 
exploration for natural gas extraction, United 
States and Canada. [U.S. energy information 
Administration]

In an area stretching 965 km (600 mi) 
from Ohio to western New york, meth-
ane lies deeply buried in a sedimen-

tary rock deposit, the Marcellus Shale. 
Methane is the primary constituent of 
natural gas, and scientists suggest that 
this ancient rock layer, underlying 60% 
of Pennsylvania, may be one of the most 
significant reservoirs of natural gas in the 
world. Pennsylvania alone is dotted with 
nearly 6000 shale gas wells extracting 
pressurized methane (Figure GN 1.1).

What Is Methane? Methane is a chemical 
compound with a formula of CH4 and is a 
by-product of several natural processes: 
digestive activity of animals (cattle, sheep, 
bison) and termites; melting of arctic per-
mafrost; burning associated with wildfires; 
and bacterial activity in bogs, swamps, and 
wetlands. Nearly 60% of the methane in our 
atmosphere comes from human sources, 
including natural gas production, beef and 
dairy production, rice cultivation, coal and 
oil extraction and burning, landfills, and 
wastewater treatment. in the United States, 
the natural gas industry makes up the larg-
est percentage of U.S. methane emissions.

Drilling for Methane To release methane 
trapped within shale layers, the rock must 
be broken up so that gas diffuses into the 
cracks and flows upward. Over the past 
20 years, advances in horizontal drilling 
techniques, combined with the process 

of hydraulic fracturing, or “fracking,” 
opened access to large amounts of nat-
ural gas previously deemed too expen-
sive or difficult to tap. A typical shale gas 
well descends vertically 2.4 km (1.5 mi), 
then turns and drills horizontally into the 
rock strata. Horizontal drilling exposes a 
greater area of the rock, allowing more 
of it to be broken up and more gas to be 
released (Figure GN 1.2).

A pressurized fluid is pumped into 
the well to break up the rock—90% 
water, 9% sand or glass beads to prop 
open the fissures, and 1% chemical 
additives as lubricants. The specific 
chemicals used are as yet undisclosed 
by the industry. This use of an injected fluid 
to fracture the shale is the process of frack-
ing. Gas then flows up the well to be col-
lected at the surface.

Fracking uses massive quantities of 
water: approximately 15 million liters (4 mil-
lion gallons) for each well system, flowing at 
a rate of 16,000 L (4200 gal) per minute—far 
more than could be provided by a public 
water system. in southwestern Pennsylva-
nia, storage ponds hold the water pumped 
to well sites for fracking operations.

The U.S. energy information Adminis-
tration (eiA) projects a boom in shale gas 
extraction and production from fracking 
over the next 20 years, with U.S. produc-
tion rising from 30% of all natural gas pro-
duction in 2010 to 49% in 2030.

Environmental Effects As with other 
resource-extraction techniques, fracking 
leaves hazardous by-products. it pro-
duces large amounts of toxic wastewater, 
often held in wells or containment ponds. 
Any leak or failure of pond retaining walls 
spills pollutants into surface water sup-
plies and groundwater. Methane gas may 
leak around well casings, which tend to 
crack during the fracking process. Leaks 
can cause buildup of methane in ground-
water, leading to contaminated drinking 
water wells, flammable tap water, meth-
ane accumulation in barns and homes, 
and possible explosions.

Methane adds to air pollution as a con-
stituent in smog and is a potent green-
house gas, absorbing heat from the Sun 
near earth’s surface and contributing to 

global climate change. in addition, scien-
tists linked the injection of fluid into waste-
water wells to increased ground instability 

Wastewater pond

Water table

Marcellus Shale

Fracking �ssures 
release gas in rock

Well is turned
horizontal

▲Figure GN 1.2 Horizontal drilling for hydraulic  
fracturing (fracking) and shale gas extraction. 

www.masteringgeography.com
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2012/12/methane/lavelle-text
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2012/12/methane/lavelle-text
http://wwwenergyfromshale.org/shale-extractionprocess
http://wwwenergyfromshale.org/shale-extractionprocess
http://wwwenergyfromshale.org/shale-extractionprocess
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Welcome to the Ninth Edition of Geosystems and 
the study of physical geography! In this text, we 
examine the powerful Earth systems that influ-

ence our lives and the many ways humans impact those 
systems. This is an important time to study physical geog-
raphy, learning about Earth’s environments, including the 
systems that form the landscapes, seascapes, atmosphere, 
and ecosystems on which humans depend. In this second 
decade of the 21st century, a century that will see many 
changes to our natural world, scientific study of the Earth 
and environment is more crucial than ever.

Consider the following events, among many similar 
ones we could mention, and the questions they raise for 
the study of Earth’s systems and physical geography. This 
text provides tools for answering these questions and 
addressing the underlying issues.

•	 In October 2012, Hurricane Sandy made landfall along 
the U.S. East Coast, hitting New York and New Jersey at 
high tide with hurricane force winds and record storm 
surges. The storm cost 110 human lives and over $42 
billion in New York State alone, approaching $100 bil-
lion in damages overall. What atmospheric processes 
explain the formation and movement of this storm? 
Why the unprecedented size and intensity? How is this 
storm related to record air and ocean temperatures?

•	 In March 2011, a magnitude 9.0 earthquake and result-
ant 10- to 20-m (33- to 66-ft) tsunami devastated Honshu 
Island, Japan—at $309 billion (U.S. dollars), Earth’s most 
expensive natural disaster. Why do earthquakes occur 
in particular locations across the globe? What produces 
tsunami, and how far and fast do they travel? This event 
caused the worst multiple nuclear power plant catas-
trophe in history, with three core meltdowns, releasing 
dangerous quantities of radioactivity over land and into 
the atmosphere and ocean, and eventually reaching the 
food supply. How will prevailing winds and currents 
disperse the radiation across the globe?

•	 By the end of 2012, the removal of two dams on the 
Elwha River in Washington was almost complete—the 
largest dam removals in the world to date (Figure 1.1). 
The project will restore a free-flowing river for fisher-
ies and associated ecosystems. In Brazil, construction 
of the controversial Belo Monte hydroelectric dam on 
the Xingu River continues, despite court orders and 
violent protests. The dam will displace nearly 20,000 
people and, when completed, will be the world’s third 
largest hydroelectric project, one of 60 planned to gen-
erate power for Brazil’s rapidly expanding economy. 
How do dams change river environments?

• In 2011, the world released 2.4 million pounds of carbon 
dioxide (CO

2) into the atmosphere every second, mainly 
from the burning of fossil fuels; China’s 1.3 billion peo-
ple produce 10 billion tons of CO2 annually. This “green-
house gas” contributes to climate change by trapping 
heat near Earth’s surface. Each year atmospheric CO2 
levels rise to a new record, altering Earth’s climate. What 
are the effects and what do climate forecasts tell us?

▲Figure 1.1 Dam removal for river restoration. Removal of Glines 
Canyon Dam on the elwha River, Washington, began in November 
2012 to restore river ecosystems. [Brian Cluer/NOAA.]

Physical geography uses a spatial perspective to 
examine processes and events happening at specific loca-
tions and follow their effects across the globe. Why does 
the environment vary from equator to midlatitudes, and 
between deserts and polar regions? How does solar energy 
influence the distribution of trees, soils, climates, and 
lifestyles? What produces the patterns of wind, weather, 
and ocean currents? Why are global sea levels on the rise? 
How do natural systems affect human populations, and, in 
turn, what impact are humans having on natural systems? 
Why are record levels of plants and animals facing extinc-
tion? In this book, we explore those questions, and more, 
through geography’s unique perspective.

Perhaps more than any other issue, climate change 
has become an overriding focus of the study of Earth sys-
tems. The past decade experienced the highest temper-
atures over land and water in the instrumental record. 
The year 2010 tied 2005 as the warmest for global tem-
peratures. In response, the extent of sea ice in the Arc-
tic Ocean continues to decline to record lows—the 2012 
summer sea ice extent was the lowest since satellite 
measurements began in 1979. Between 1992 and 2011, 
melting of the Greenland and Antarctica ice sheets accel-
erated; together they now lose more than three times the 
ice they lost annually 20 years ago and contribute about 
20% of current sea-level rise. Elsewhere, intense weather 
events, drought, and flooding continue to increase.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC; http://www.ipcc.ch/), the lead international scientific 
body assessing the current state of knowledge about cli-
mate change and its impacts on society and the environ-
ment, completed its Fourth Assessment Report in 2007, 
and released the Fifth Assessment Report in 2014. The 
overwhelming scientific consensus is that human activi-
ties are forcing climate change. The first edition of Geo-
systems in 1992 featured the findings of the initial First 
Assessment Report from the IPCC, and the current edi-
tion continues to survey climate change evidence and 
consider its implications. In every chapter, Geosystems 

http://www.ipcc.ch/
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presents up-to-date science and information to help you 
understand our dynamic Earth systems. Welcome to an 
exploration of physical geography!

In this chapter: Our study of geosystems—Earth  
systems—begins with a look at the science of physical 
geography and the geographic tools it uses. Physical geog-
raphy uses an integrative spatial approach, guided by the 
scientific process, to study entire Earth systems. The role 
of humans is an increasingly important focus of physi-
cal geography, as are questions of global sustainability as 
Earth’s population grows.

Physical geographers study the environment by 
analyzing air, water, land, and living systems. There-
fore, we discuss systems and the feedback mechanisms 
that influence system operations. We then consider 
location on Earth as determined by the coordinated grid 
system of latitude and longitude, and the determination 
of world time zones. Next, we examine maps as critical 
tools that geographers use to display physical and cul-
tural information. This chapter concludes with an over-
view of new and widely accessible technologies that are 
adding exciting new dimensions to geographic science: 
Global Positioning System, remote sensing from space, 
and geographic information systems.

The Science of Geography
A common idea about geography is that it is chiefly con-
cerned with place names. Although location and place 
are important geographic concepts, geography as a sci-
ence encompasses much more. Geography (from geo, 
“Earth,” and graphein, “to write”) is the science that stud-
ies the relationships among natural systems, geographic 
areas, society, and cultural activities, and the interde-
pendence of all of these, over space. These last two words 
are key, for geography is a science that is in part defined 
by its method—a special way of analyzing phenomena 
over space. In geography, the term spatial refers to the 
nature and character of physical space, its measurement, 
and the distribution of things within it.

Geographic concepts pertain to distributions and 
movement across Earth. For example, to the patterns of air 
and ocean currents over Earth’s surface, and how these 
currents affect the dispersal of pollutants, such as nuclear 
radiation or oil spills. Geography, then, is the spatial consid-
eration of Earth processes interacting with human actions.

Although geography is not limited to place names, 
maps and location are central to the discipline and are 
important tools for conveying geographic data. Evolv-
ing technologies such as geographic information sys-
tems (GIS) and the Global Positioning System (GPS) are 
widely used for scientific applications and in today’s 
society as hundreds of millions of people access maps 
and locational information every day on computers and 
mobile devices.

For educational purposes, the concerns of geo-
graphic science have traditionally been divided into 

five spatial themes: location, region, human–Earth 
 relationships, movement, and place, each illustrated 
and defined in Figure 1.2. These themes, first imple-
mented in 1984, are still used as a framework for under-
standing geographic concepts at all levels, and Geo-
systems draws on each. At the same time, the National 
Center for Geographic Education (NCGE) has updated 
the geography education guidelines (most recently in 
2012) in response to increasing globalization and envi-
ronmental change, redefining the essential elements of 
geography and expanding their number to six: the spa-
tial world, places and regions, physical systems, human 
systems, environment and society, and uses of geogra-
phy in today’s society. These categories emphasize the 
spatial and environmental perspectives within the dis-
cipline and reflect the growing importance of human–
environment interactions.

The Geographic Continuum
Because many subjects can be examined geographically, 
geography is an eclectic science that integrates sub-
ject matter from a wide range of disciplines. Even so, it 
splits broadly into two primary fields: physical geogra-
phy, comprising specialty areas that draw largely on the 
physical and life sciences; and human geography, com-
prising specialty areas that draw largely on the social 
and cultural sciences. Prior to this century, scientific 
studies tended to fall onto one end of this continuum or 
the other. Humans tended at times to think of themselves 
as exempt from physical Earth processes—like actors not 
paying attention to their stage, props, and lighting.

However, as global population, communication, 
and movement increase, so does awareness that we all 
depend on Earth’s systems to provide oxygen, water, 
nutrients, energy, and materials to support life. The 
growing complexity of the human–Earth relationship 
in the twenty-first century has shifted the study of geo-
graphic processes toward the center of the continuum in  
Figure 1.3 to attain a more balanced perspective—such 
is the thrust of Geosystems. This more balanced synthe-
sis is reflected in geographic subfields such as natural 
resource geography and environmental planning, and 
in technologies such as geographic information science 
(GISci), used by both physical and human geographers.

Within physical geography, research now empha-
sizes human influences on natural systems in all  
specialty areas, effectively moving this end of the con-
tinuum closer to the middle. For example, physical 
geographers monitor air pollution, examine the vulner-
ability of human populations to climate change, study 
impacts of human activities on forest health and the 
movement of invasive species, study changes in river 
systems caused by dams and dam removal, and exam-
ine the response of glacial ice to changing climate.

Geographic Analysis
As mentioned earlier, the science of geography is unified 
more by its method than by a specific body of knowledge. 
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Geomorphology

Biogeography

Climatology

Soils

Environmental Geography

Natural Resource Geography

Environmental Planning

Geographic Information Systems

Meteorology

Glaciology
Oceanography

Hydrology

Landscape Ecology
Remote Sensing

Natural Hazards Cartography

Cultural Geography

Behavioral Geography

Population Geography

Economic Geography

Medical Geography

Political Geography

Historical Geography

Urban Geography

Land Use

Conservation Geography

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY HUMAN GEOGRAPHY

SYNTHESIS OF PHYSICAL AND HUMAN

▲Figure 1.3 The content of geography. Geography synthesizes 
Earth topics and human topics, blending ideas from many different 
sciences. This book focuses on physical geography, but integrates 
pertinent human and cultural content for a whole-Earth perspective. 

Place
No two places on Earth are exactly alike. Place
describes the characteristics—both human and
physical—of a location. The Cienega de Santa
Clara, a restored wetland on the Colorado
River delta, is a scientific study area and a new 
ecotourism destination.

Region
A region is defined by uniform physical or 
human characteristics. The East Cape 
region of Baja California Sur on the Sea 
of Cortez is known for windsurfing, diving, 
and the relaxed lifestyle of Old Mexico.

Location
Location identifies a 
specific address or 
absolute and relative 
position on Earth. This 
highway marker is at 
23.26° N latitude and 
109.42° W longitude.

Movement
Cabo San Lucas receives over 2 million 
visitors each year; El Arco at land’s end is 
a major attraction. Communication, 
migration, and diffusion across Earth’s 
surface represent movement in our 
interdependent world.

Human–Earth Relationships
Recreation and whale watching attract tourists to Loreto Bay, 
where a planned development may triple the area’s population. 
Availability of fresh water is critical; desalination plants are part 
of the plan. Sustainable growth and water resources are 
examples of human–environment connections.

▲Figure 1.2 Five themes of geographic science. Drawing from your own experience, can you think of examples of each theme? This 2011 
satellite image shows the entire length of Mexico’s Baja peninsula, including Earth’s curvature. [Photos by Karl Birkeland, except Place by Cheryl Zook/
National Geographic and Human–Earth by Gary Luhm/garyluhm.net. Image from Aqua satellite/Norman Kuring, Ocean Color Team. NASA/GSFC.]

The method is spatial analysis. Using this method, geog-
raphy synthesizes (brings together) topics from many 
fields, integrating information to form a whole-Earth 
concept. Geographers view phenomena as occurring 
across spaces, areas, and locations. The language of geog-
raphy reflects this spatial view: territory, zone, pattern, 
distribution, place, location, region, sphere, province, 
and distance. Geographers analyze the differences and 
similarities between places.

Process, a set of actions or mech-
anisms that operate in some 
special order, is a central con-
cept of geographic analysis. 
Among the examples you 
encounter in Geosystems
are the numerous processes 
involved in Earth’s vast water–
atmosphere–weather system; in 
continental crust movements and 
earthquake occurrences; in ecosystem 
functions; or in river channel dynamics. Geographers use 
spatial analysis to examine how Earth’s processes interact 
through space or over areas.

Therefore, physical geography is the spatial analysis 
of all the physical elements, processes, and systems that 
make up the environment: energy, air, water, weather, 
climate, landforms, soils, animals, plants, microorgan-
isms, and Earth itself. Today, in addition to its place 
in the geographic continuum, physical geography also 
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forms part of the broad field of Earth systems science, 
the area of study that seeks to understand Earth as a 
complete entity, an interacting set of physical, chemi-
cal, and biological systems. With these definitions in 
mind, we now discuss the general process and methods 
used by scientists, including geographers.

The Scientific Process
The process of science consists of observing, questioning, 
testing, and understanding elements of the natural world. 
The scientific method is the traditional recipe of a scien-
tific investigation; it can be thought of as simple, organ-
ized steps leading toward concrete, objective conclusions. 
A scientist observes and asks questions, makes a general 
statement to summarize the observations, formulates a 
hypothesis (a logical explanation), conducts experiments 
or collects data to test the hypothesis, and interprets 
results. Repeated testing and support of a hypothesis leads 
to a scientific theory. Sir Isaac Newton (1642–1727) devel-
oped this method of discovering the patterns of nature, 
although the term scientific method was applied later.

While the scientific method is of fundamental impor-
tance in guiding scientific investigation, the real process 
of science is more dynamic and less linear, leaving room 
for questioning and thinking “out of the box.” Flexibil-
ity and creativity are essential to the scientific process, 
which may not always follow the same sequence of steps 
or use the same methods for each experiment or research 
project. There is no single, definitive method for doing 
science; scientists in different fields and even in different 
subfields of physical geography may approach their sci-
entific testing in different ways. However, the end result 
must be a conclusion that can be tested repeatedly and 
possibly shown as true, or as false. Without this charac-
teristic, it is not science.

Using the Scientific Method Figure 1.4 illustrates steps 
of the scientific method and outlines a simple application 
examining cottonwood tree distributions. The scientific 
method begins with our perception of the real world. Sci-
entists who study the physical environment begin with 
the clues they see in nature. The process begins as scien-
tists question and analyze their observations and explore 
the relevant published scientific literature on their topic. 
Brainstorming with others, continued observation, and 
preliminary data collection may occur at this stage.

Questions and observations identify variables, 
which are the conditions that change in an experiment 
or model. Scientists often seek to reduce the number of 
variables when formulating a hypothesis—a tentative 
explanation for the phenomena observed. Since natural 
systems are complex, controlling or eliminating variables 
helps simplify research questions and predictions.

Scientists test hypotheses using experimental studies 
in laboratories or natural settings. Correlational studies, 
which look for associations between variables, are common  
in many scientific fields, including physical geography. 
The methods used for these studies must be reproducible 

so that repeat testing can occur. Results may support or 
disprove the hypothesis, or predictions made according to 
it may prove accurate or inaccurate. If the results disprove 
the hypothesis, the researcher will need to adjust data- 
collection methods or refine the hypothesis statement. If 
the results support the hypothesis, repeated testing and 
verification may lead to its elevation to the status of a 
theory.

Reporting research results is also part of the scientific 
method. For scientific work to reach other scientists and 
eventually the public at large, it must be described in a sci-
entific paper and published in one of many scientific jour-
nals. Critical to the process is peer review, in which other 
members of the scientific or professional community cri-
tique the methods and interpretation of results. This pro-
cess also helps detect any personal or political bias by the 
scientist. When a paper is submitted to a scientific journal, 
it is sent to reviewers, who may recommend rejecting the 
paper or accepting and revising it for publication. Once a 
number of papers are published with similar results and 
conclusions, the building of a theory begins.

The word theory can be confusing as used by the 
media and general public. A scientific theory is con-
structed on the basis of several extensively tested hypothe-
ses and can be reevaluated or expanded according to new 
evidence. Thus, a scientific theory is not absolute truth; the 
possibility always exists that the theory could be proved 
wrong. However, theories represent truly broad general 
principles—unifying concepts that tie together the laws 
that govern nature. Examples include the theory of relativ-
ity, theory of evolution, and plate tectonics theory. A scien-
tific theory reinforces our perception of the real world and 
is the basis for predictions to be made about things not yet 
known. The value of a scientific theory is that it stimulates 
continued observation, testing, understanding, and pursuit 
of knowledge within scientific fields.

Applying Scientific Results Scientific studies described 
as “basic” are designed largely to help advance knowledge 
and build scientific theories. Other research is designed to 
produce “applied” results tied directly to real-world prob-
lem solving. Applied scientific research may advance new 
technologies, affect natural resource policy, or directly 
impact management strategies. Scientists share the results 
of both basic and applied research at conferences as well 
as in published papers, and they may take leadership roles 
in policy and planning. For example, the awareness that 
human activity is producing global climate change places 
increasing pressure on scientists to participate in decision 
making. Numerous editorials in scientific journals have 
called for such practical scientific involvement.

The nature of science is objective and does not make 
value judgments. Instead, pure science provides peo-
ple and their institutions with objective information on 
which to base their own value judgments. Social and 
political judgments about the applications of science 
are increasingly important as Earth’s natural systems 
respond to the impacts of modern civilization.
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Real World Observations

Scientific Process Flow Chart

• Observe nature, ask questions, collect preliminary data
• Search for patterns, build conceptual or numerical    
  models of natural systems

1. Observations

Using the Scientific Process
to Study Cottonwood Tree Distribution

In the dry climates of the western United States, 
cottonwood trees grow only along rivers. These trees are 
not found away from watercourses. What environmental 
factors influence their spatial distribution?

2. Questions and Variables
Are temperatures near rivers favorable for cottonwood 
growth?
Is consistent moisture needed for tree survival?
Do cottonwood roots grow only in river gravels or only in 
sediments with specific nutrients?
Have humans removed all the cottonwoods except along 
rivers?
Cottonwood trees are the dependent variable because 
their distribution is dependent on some environmental 
factor. Temperature, sunlight, moisture, sediment type, 
nutrients, and human actions are independent variables; 
any or all of these may be found to determine patterns of 
cottonwood distribution.

3. Hypothesis
One possible explanation for the observed pattern of tree 
distribution is that cottonwoods require consistent 
moisture in their root zone.
We can test the hypothesis that the number of 
cottonwoods decreases as one moves away from a river 
channel because there the tree roots are out of the reach 
of surface flows and groundwater.

4. Testing
Collect data from natural systems for a natural 
experiment. Establish vegetation plots (small areas of 
ground). Sample, or count, trees within plots and 
measure the distance of each tree from the main 
channel. Control other variables as much as possible.

6. Theory Development
If we find that the distribution of cottonwoods is correlated 
with the presence of surface or subsurface water, we 
may also conclude that cottonwoods are an easily 
observable indicator of surface flow and available 
groundwater in dry or semi-dry regions.

5. Results
A natural experiment often reveals a correlation, or a 
statistical relationship. If a correlation shows that the 
number of cottonwoods decreases away from the stream 
channel, then the hypothesis is supported. Continued 
investigation might repeat the same procedure in a 
different environment or expand the study to a larger 
region, and lead to a theory. However, if results show that 
cottonwoods grow at a variety of distances from the main 
channel, then we reject the hypothesis, replacing or 
refining it with another possible explanation (see 
questions above).

Hypothesis and Predictions
• Formulate hypothesis (a logical explanation)
• Identify variables and determine data needed and
  collection methods

Experimentation and Measurement
• Conduct tests to verify hypothesis; called “hypothesis
  testing”

• Communicate findings for
  evaluation by other
  scientists

Results prove
hypothesis false
• Reject hypothesis

Results support hypothesis

Reject methods
or results

Peer Review

• Revise and approve paper
• Follow with further research

Scientific Paper Published

Scientific Theory Development
• Hypothesis survives repeated testing without being
  shown false
• Comprehensive explanation for real world observation
  is widely accepted and supported by research

(a)
(b)

▲Figure 1.4 The scientific process. (a) Scientific method flow chart and (b) example application to cottonwood distribution.  
[Ginger Birkeland photograph.]
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Human–Earth Interactions  
in the 21st Century
Issues surrounding the growing influence of humans 
on Earth systems are central concerns of physical geog-
raphy; we discuss them in every chapter of Geosystems. 
Human influence on Earth is now pervasive. The global 
human population passed 6 billion in August 1999 and 
continued to grow at the rate of 82 million per year, add-
ing another billion by 2011, when the 7 billionth human 
was born. More people are alive today than at any previ-
ous moment in the planet’s long history, unevenly distrib-
uted among 193 countries and numerous colonies. Virtu-
ally all new population growth is in the less-developed 
countries (LDCs), which now possess 81%, or about 5.75 
billion, of the total population. Over the span of human 
history, billion-mark milestones occurred at ever closer 
intervals through the sixth-billion milestone; the interval 
is now slightly increasing. (Figure 1.5).

The Human Denominator We consider the totality of 
human impact on Earth as the human denominator. Just 
as the denominator in a fraction tells how many parts a 
whole is divided into, so the growing human population 
and its increasing demand for resources and rising plan-
etary impact suggest the stresses on the whole Earth sys-
tem to provide support. Yet Earth’s resource base remains 
relatively fixed.

The population in just two countries makes up 37% 
of Earth’s human count: 19.1% live in China and 17.9% in 
India—2.61 billion people combined. Considered overall, 
the planetary population is young, with some 26% still 
under the age of 15 (2012 data from the Population Reference 
Bureau, at http://www.prb.org and the U.S. Census Bureau’s 
POPClock Projection, at http://www.census.gov/popclock).

Population in most of the more-developed countries 
(MDCs) is no longer increasing. In fact, some European 
countries are actually declining in growth or are near 
replacement levels. However, people in these developed 
countries have a greater impact on the planet per person 
and therefore constitute a population impact crisis. The 
United States and Canada, with about 5% of the world’s 
population, produce more than 25.8% ($14.7 trillion and 
$1.6 trillion in 2010, respectively) of the world’s gross 
domestic product (GDP), the United States increasing to 
$15,094 billion GDP for 2011. These two countries use 
more than 2 times the energy per capita of Europeans, 
more than 7 times that of Latin Americans, 10 times that 
of Asians, and 20 times that of Africans. Therefore, the 
impact of this 5% on the state of Earth systems, natural 
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▲Figure 1.5 Human population growth. Note the population fore-
casts for the next half century. 

resources, and sustainability of current practices in the 
MDCs is critical.

Global Sustainability Recently, sustainability science 
emerged as a new, integrative discipline, broadly based 
on concepts of sustainable development related to func-
tioning Earth systems. Geographic concepts are funda-
mental to this new science, with its emphasis on human 
well-being, Earth systems, and human–environment 
interactions. Geographers are leading the effort to articu-
late this emerging field that seeks to directly link science 
and technology with sustainability. 

Geographer Carol Harden, geomorphologist and past 
president of the Association of American Geographers, 
pointed out the important role of geographical concepts 
in sustainability science in 2009. She wrote that the idea 
of a human “footprint,” representing the human impact 
on Earth systems, relates to sustainability and geography. 
When the human population of over 7 billion is taken into 
account, the human footprint on Earth is enormous, both 
in terms of its spatial extent and the strength of its influ-
ence. Shrinking this footprint ties to sustainability science 
in all of its forms—for example, sustainable development, 
sustainable resources, sustainable energy, and sustainable 
agriculture. Especially in the face of today’s rapidly chang-
ing technological and environmental systems, geographers 
are poised to contribute to this emerging field.

If we consider some of the key issues for this century, 
many of them fall beneath the umbrella of sustainability 
science, such as feeding the world’s population, energy 

Georeport 1.1 Welcome to the Anthropocene
The human population on earth reached 7 billion in 2011. Many scientists now agree that the Anthropocene, a term coined 
by Nobel Prize–winning scientist Paul Crutzen, is an appropriate name for the most recent years of geologic history, when 

humans have influenced earth’s climate and ecosystems. Some scientists mark the beginning of agriculture, about 5000 years ago, as 
the start of the Anthropocene; others place the start at the dawn of the industrial Revolution, in the 18th century. To see a video chart-
ing the growth of humans as a planetary force, go to http://www.anthropocene.info.

http://www.prb.org
http://www.census.gov/popclock
http://www.anthropocene.info
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supplies and demands, climate change, loss of biodiver-
sity, and air and water pollution. These are issues that 
need to be addressed in new ways if we are to achieve 
sustainability for both human and Earth systems. Under-
standing Earth’s physical geography and geographic sci-
ence informs your thinking on these issues.

CrITICalthinking 1.1
What is Your Footprint?

The concept of an individual’s “footprint” has become 
popular—ecological footprint, carbon footprint, lifestyle 
footprint. The term has come to represent the costs of af-
fluence and modern technology to our planetary systems. 
Footprint assessments are gross simplifications, but they 
can give you an idea of your impact and even an estimate 
of how many planets it would take to sustain that lifestyle 
and economy if everyone lived like you. Calculate your car-
bon footprint online at http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/ 
ghgemissions/ind-calculator.html, one of many such web-
sites, for housing, transportation, or food consumption. 
How can you reduce your footprint at home, at school, at 
work, or on the road? How does your footprint compare to 
the U.S. and worldwide average footprints? •

◀Figure 1.6 an open system. in an open 
system, inputs of energy and matter undergo 
conversions and are stored or released as the 
system operates. Outputs include energy and 
matter and heat energy (waste). After con-
sidering how the various inputs and outputs 
listed here are related to the operation of the 
car, expand your thinking to the entire system 
of auto production, from raw materials to 
assembly to sales to car accidents to junkyards. 
Can you identify other open systems that you 
encounter in your daily life? 
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ACTIONS

OUTPUTS
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Open System

content is organized along logical flow paths consistent 
with systems thinking.

Systems Theory
Simply stated, a system is any set of ordered, interre-
lated components and their attributes, linked by flows 
of energy and matter, as distinct from the surrounding 
environment outside the system. The elements within a 
system may be arranged in a series or intermingled. A 
system may comprise any number of subsystems. Within 
Earth’s systems, both matter and energy are stored and 
retrieved, and energy is transformed from one type to 
another. (Remember: Matter is mass that assumes a phys-
ical shape and occupies space; energy is a capacity to 
change the motion of, or to do work on, matter.)

Open Systems Systems in nature are generally not self-
contained: Inputs of energy and matter flow into the 
system, and outputs of energy and matter flow from the 
system. Such a system is an open system (Figure 1.6). 
Within a system, the parts function in an interrelated 
manner, acting together in a way that gives each system its 
operational character. Earth is an open system in terms of 
energy because solar energy enters freely and heat energy 
leaves, going back into space.

Within the Earth system, many subsystems are inter-
connected. Free-flowing rivers are open systems: inputs 
consist of solar energy, precipitation, and soil and rock 
particles; outputs are water and sediments to the ocean. 
Changes to a river system may affect the nearby coastal 
system; for example, an increase in a river’s sediment load 
may change the shape of a river mouth or spread pollut-
ants along a coastline. Most natural systems are open in 
terms of energy. Examples of open atmospheric subsys-
tems include hurricanes and tornadoes.

Earth Systems Concepts
The word system is in our lives daily: “Check the car’s 
cooling system”; “How does the grading system work?”; 
“A weather system is approaching.” Systems analysis 
techniques in science began with studies of energy and 
temperature (thermodynamics) in the 19th century and 
were further developed in engineering studies during 
World War II. Systems methodology is an important ana-
lytical tool. In this book’s 4 parts and 20 chapters, the 

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/ghgemissions/ind-calculator.html
http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/ghgemissions/ind-calculator.html
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Earth systems are dynamic (energetic, in motion) 
because of the tremendous infusion of radiant energy 
from the Sun. As this energy passes through the 
outermost edge of Earth’s atmosphere, it is trans-
formed into various kinds of energy that power 
terrestrial systems, such as kinetic energy (of 
motion), potential energy (of position), or chemical 
or mechanical energy—setting the fluid atmosphere 
and ocean in motion. Eventually, Earth radiates this 
energy back to the cold vacuum of space as heat energy.

Closed Systems A system that is shut off from the sur-
rounding environment so that it is self-contained is a 
closed system. Although such closed systems are rarely 
found in nature, Earth is essentially a closed system in 
terms of physical matter and resources—air, water, and 
material resources. The only exceptions are the slow 
escape of lightweight gases (such as hydrogen) from the 
atmosphere into space and the input of frequent, but tiny, 
meteors and cosmic dust. The fact that Earth is a closed 
material system makes recycling efforts inevitable if we 
want a sustainable global economy.

Natural System Example A forest is an example of an 
open system (Figure 1.7). Through the process of photo-
synthesis, trees and other plants use sunlight as an energy 
input and water, nutrients, and carbon dioxide as material 
inputs. The photosynthetic process converts these inputs 
to stored chemical energy in the form of plant sugars (car-
bohydrates). The process also releases an output from the 
forest system: the oxygen that we breathe.

Forest outputs also include products and activities 
that link to other broad-scale Earth systems. For example, 
forests store carbon and are thus referred to as “carbon 
sinks.” A 2011 study found that forests absorb about one-
third of the carbon dioxide released through the burning 
of fossil fuels, making them a critical part of the climate 
system as global carbon dioxide levels rise. Forest roots 
stabilize soil on hillslopes and stream banks, connect-
ing them to land and water systems. Finally, the food and 
habitat resources provided by forests link them closely to 
other living systems, including humans. (Chapters 10, 13, 
19, and 20 discuss these processes and interactions.)

The connection of human activities to inputs, 
actions, and outputs of forest systems is indicated by 
the double-headed arrow in Figure 1.7. This interaction 
has two causal directions, since forest processes affect 
humans, and humans influence forests. Forests affect 
humans through the outputs of carbon storage (which 
mitigates climate change), soil stabilization (which pre-
vents erosion and sedimentation into source areas for 
drinking water), and food and resources. Human influ-
ences on forests include direct impacts such as logging 
for wood resources, burning to make way for agricul-
ture, and clearing for development, as well as indirect 
impacts from human-caused climate change, which 
may enhance the spread of disease and insects and pol-
lution, which affects tree health.

System Feedback As a system operates, it generates 
outputs that influence its own operations. These out-
puts function as “information” that returns to vari-
ous points in the system via pathways called feedback 
loops. Feedback information can guide, and sometimes 
control, further system operations. For the forest sys-
tem in Figure 1.7, any increase or decrease in daylength 
(sunlight availability), carbon dioxide, or water pro-
duces feedback that causes specific responses in the 
individual trees and plants. For example, decreasing 
the water input slows the growth process; increasing 
daylength increases the growth process, within limits.

If the feedback information discourages change in the 
system, it is negative feedback. Further production of such 
feedback opposes system changes and leads to stability. 
Such negative feedback causes self-regulation in a natural 
system. Negative feedback loops are common in nature. In 
our forest, for example, healthy trees produce roots that 
stabilize hillslopes and inhibit erosion, providing a nega-
tive feedback. If the forest is damaged or removed, per-
haps by fire or logging practices, the hillslope may become 
unstable and subject to landslides or mudslides. This 
instability affects nearby systems as sediment is deposited 
into streams, along coastlines, or into developed areas.

In many ecosystems, predator populations provide 
negative feedback for populations of other animals; the 
size of the prey population tends to achieve a balance with 
the number of predators. If a predator population drops 
abruptly, prey populations increase and cause ecosystem 
instability. After wolves were exterminated from Yel-
lowstone National Park in Wyoming and Montana in the 
late 1800s, the unnaturally high elk population stripped 
many areas of natural vegetation. After the 1995 reintro-
duction of Canadian wolves into Yellowstone, elk numbers 
declined with wolf predation. Since then, aspens and wil-
low are returning, improving habitat for birds and small 
mammals and providing other ecosystem benefits.
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Carbon dioxide (CO2)

Oxygen (O2)
Nutrients to roots

Water to roots

Inputs
Actions

Oxygen (O2)
Carbon dioxide (CO2)

Heat
Dead organic matter

(detritus)
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Carbohydrates used for plant 
growth are produced by 

process of photosynthesis

Human–Earth Relation
• Forests store carbon,
creating carbon sink
• Roots stabilize soil, 

preventing landslides and 
sedimentation in watersheds

• Materials provide food 
and resources

▲Figure 1.7 Example of a natural open system: a forest. [USDA 
Forest Service.]




